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Abstract
In a previous paper, we showed that the original definition of cylindrical
contact homology, with rational coefficients, is valid on a closed three-manifold
with a dynamically convex contact form. However we did not show that this
cylindrical contact homology is an invariant of the contact structure.
In the present paper, we define “nonequivariant contact homology” and
“S1-equivariant contact homology”, both with integer coefficients, for a contact
form on a closed manifold in any dimension with no contractible Reeb orbits.
We prove that these contact homologies depend only on the contact struc-
ture. Our construction uses Morse-Bott theory and is related to the positive
S1-equivariant symplectic homology of Bourgeois-Oancea. However, instead of
working with Hamiltonian Floer homology, we work directly in contact geom-
etry, using families of almost complex structures. When cylindrical contact
homology can also be defined, it agrees with the tensor product of the S1-
equivariant contact homology with Q. We also present examples showing that
the S1-equivariant contact homology contains interesting torsion information.
In a subsequent paper we will use obstruction bundle gluing to extend the
above story to closed three-manifolds with dynamically convex contact forms,
which in particular will prove that their cylindrical contact homology has a lift
to integer coefficients which depends only on the contact structure.
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1 Introduction and statement of results
Let Y be a closed odd-dimensional manifold with a nondegenerate contact form λ.
This paper is concerned with the foundations of three kinds of contact homology of
pY, λq, each of which, when defined, depends only on the contact structure ξ “ Kerpλq:
(1) Cylindrical contact homology as defined by Eliashberg-Givental-Hofer [13],
which we denote by CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq. In the absence of certain contractible Reeb
orbits, this is the homology of a chain complex over Q which is generated by “good”
Reeb orbits. The differential, which we denote by BEGH , counts J-holomorphic cylin-
ders in R ˆ Y , where J is a generic “λ-compatible” almost complex structure on
Rˆ Y .
In general, it is not possible to obtain sufficient transversality for J-holomorphic
cylinders to define this theory, even with generic J , so some abstract perturbations are
needed. However in our previous paper [25], we showed that in the three-dimensional
case, for dynamically convex1 contact forms, if J is generic then the differential
BEGH is in fact well-defined and satisfies pBEGHq2 “ 0. Thus for dynamically con-
vex contact forms in three dimensions, for generic J we have a well-defined homology
CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq.
Continuing the work in [25], the next step is to show that this homology depends
only on ξ and not on J . This requires bringing in two new ingredients: Morse-Bott
theory, and obstruction bundle gluing. The present paper explains the Morse-Bott
part, which suffices to prove this invariance in the case when Y is three dimensional
and λ is hypertight , meaning that λ has no contractible Reeb orbits. That is, if λ1 is
another hypertight contact form on Y with Kerpλq “ Kerpλ1q, and if J 1 is a generic
λ1-compatible almost complex structure, then there is a canonical isomorphism
CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq “ CHEGH˚ pY, λ1; J 1q. (1.1)
In fact, the cylindrical contact homology CHEGH˚ has an integral lift which is also an
invariant of ξ; see equation (1.3) below. In the sequel [27], we will use obstruction
1A nondegenerate contact form λ on a three-manifold Y is called dynamically convex if there
are no contractible Reeb orbits, or the following two conditions hold: (1) c1pξq vanishes on pi2pY q,
so that each contractible Reeb orbit γ has a well-defined Conley-Zehnder index CZpγq P Z; and (2)
each contractible Reeb orbit γ has CZpγq ě 3. In [25] we made the additional hypothesis that a
contractible Reeb orbit γ has CZpγq “ 3 only if it is embedded; this assumption can be weakened
or dropped by [11].
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bundle gluing to extend this result (the existence of an invariant integral lift of cylin-
drical homology) from the hypertight case to the dynamically convex case in three
dimensions.
(2) Nonequivariant contact homology, which we denote by NCH˚pY, λ; Jq. This
theory, which is defined over Z, is a stepping stone to proving invariance of the
cylindrical contact homology CHEGH˚ , and it has interest in its own right. In this
paper we define nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚ for closed manifolds Y of
arbitrary odd dimension, assuming that λ is hypertight.
The idea, combining ingredients from [4, 5, 8], is to count J-holomorphic cylinders
in RˆY between Reeb orbits, where J is an almost complex structure on RˆY which
now depends on the S1 coordinate on the domain. Breaking the S1-symmetry this way
eliminates the transversality problems in defining BEGH , and gives us transverse mod-
uli spaces of J-holomorphic cylinders for generic λ-compatible J. However the gluing
theory to prove that pBEGHq2 “ 0 does not carry over to this situation to give a chain
complex with one generator for each (good) Reeb orbit; see Remark 5.4. To define a
chain complex in this situation, we need two generators for each (good or bad) Reeb
orbit α, which we denote by qα and pα. The differential counts “Morse-Bott cascades”
built out of J-holomorphic cylinders, using the algebraic formalism in [26]. We then
obtain a well-defined homology NCH˚pY, λ; Jq, which we call “nonequivariant con-
tact homology”. We also prove that if λ1 is another nondegenerate hypertight contact
form on Y with Kerpλq “ Kerpλ1q, and if J1 is a generic S1-family of λ1-compatible
almost complex structures, then there is a canonical isomorphism
NCH˚pY, λ; Jq “ NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q.
(3) S1-equivariant contact homology , which we denote by CHS
1pY, λ; Jq. This
homology is also defined over Z, and to define it we again assume that Y is a closed
manifold of arbitrary odd dimension and λ is hypertight. Equivariant contact homol-
ogy is a “family” version of nonequivariant contact homology, which is defined using
a larger family J of λ-compatible almost complex structures on RˆY , following ideas
of [10, 34], adapted to the contact setting. Roughly speaking, J is a BS1-family of S1-
families of almost complex structures J. More precisely, J is a generic S1-equivariant
family of almost complex structures on Rˆ Y parametrized by S1 ˆ ES1.
The S1-equivariant contact homology is the homology of a chain complex whose
generators have the form qα b Uk and pα b Uk, where k is a nonnegative integer,
U is a formal variable, and α is a Reeb orbit. Here Uk corresponds to the index 2k
critical point of a perfect Morse function on BS1. The differential counts holomorphic
cylinders in R ˆ Y which are “coupled” to Morse flow lines on BS1. We denote
the resulting homology by CHS
1pY, λ; Jq. We prove that if λ1 is another hypertight
contact form on Y with Kerpλq “ Kerpλ1q, and if J1 is a generic family of λ1-compatible
almost complex structures, then there is a canonical isomorphism
CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq “ CHS1˚ pY, λ1; J1q. (1.2)
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Returning to the original goal, we show that if λ is hypertight, if J is a λ-
compatible almost complex structure on R ˆ Y satisfying sufficient transversality
for J-holomorphic cylinders to define cylindrical contact homology (which can always
be achieved in the three-dimensional case), and if we set J to be the constant family
given by J , then there is a canonical isomorphism
CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq bQ “ CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq. (1.3)
Combining this with the topological invariance of equivariant contact homology (1.2),
we obtain the desired topological invariance of cylindrical contact homology (1.1) in
the hypertight case.
Although hypertight contact forms are not so common, one application of the
present paper is to give a rigorous definition of the “local contact homology” from
[21] of a degenerate Reeb orbit; see §1.6 and §6.2.
The nonequivariant and S1-equivariant contact homology described above will be
extended to the dynamically convex case in three dimensions in [27].
1.1 Contact preliminaries
To explain the above story in more detail, we first recall some basic definitions. Let
Y be a closed odd-dimensional manifold with a nondegenerate contact form λ. Let
ξ “ Kerpλq denote the associated contact structure, and let R denote the Reeb vector
field determined by λ.
A Reeb orbit is a map γ : R{TZÑ Y , for some T ą 0, such that γ1ptq “ Rpγptqq.
We consider two Reeb orbits to be equivalent if they differ by a translation of the
domain. We do not assume that γ is an embedding; every Reeb orbit is a d-fold cover
of an embedded Reeb orbit for some positive integer d. For a Reeb orbit as above,
the linearized Reeb flow for time T defines a symplectic linear map
Pγ :
`
ξγp0q, dλ
˘Ñ `ξγp0q, dλ˘ . (1.4)
The Reeb orbit γ is nondegenerate if Pγ does not have 1 as an eigenvalue. The contact
form λ is called nondegenerate if all Reeb orbits are nondegenerate; generic contact
forms have this property.
Definition 1.1. An almost complex structure J on R ˆ Y is called λ-compatible if
JpBrq “ R, where r denotes the R coordinate; J sends ξ “ Kerpλq to itself, compatibly
with the linear symplectic form dλ on ξ; and J is invariant under translation of the
R factor on Rˆ Y .
Fix a λ-compatible almost complex structure J , and let γ` and γ´ be Reeb orbits.
We consider maps u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y such that
Bsu` JBtu “ 0, (1.5)
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limsÑ˘8 piRpups, tqq “ ˘8, and limsÑ˘8 piY pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ˘. Here
piR and piY denote the projections from RˆY to R and Y respectively. We declare two
such maps to be equivalent if they differ by translation of the R and S1 coordinates
on the domain Rˆ S1, and we denote the set of equivalence classes by ĂMJpγ`, γ´q.
Given u as above, we define its Fredholm index by
indpuq “ CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚ξ, τq. (1.6)
Here τ is a symplectic trivialization of γ˚` ξ and γ˚´ ξ, while CZτ pγ˘q P Z is the Conley-
Zehnder index of γ˘ with respect to τ , and c1pu˚ξ, τq denotes the relative first Chern
class of u˚ξ with respect to τ , which vanishes if and only if τ extends to a trivialization
of u˚ξ. If J is generic and u is somewhere injective, then ĂMJpγ`, γ´q is a manifold
near u of dimension indpuq.
Note that R acts on ĂMJpγ`, γ´q by translation of the R factor in the target RˆY .
We define
MJpγ`, γ´q “ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q{R. (1.7)
Let MJd pγ`, γ´q denote the set of u PMJpγ`, γ´q with Fredholm index indpuq “ d.
Recall that if γ is a Reeb orbit and τ is a trivialization of γ˚ξ, then the parity
of the Conley-Zehnder index CZτ pγq does not depend on τ . Thus every Reeb orbit
γ has a well-defined mod 2 Conley-Zehnder index CZpγq P Z{2. A Reeb orbit γ is
called bad if it is a (necessarily even degree) multiple cover of a Reeb orbit γ1 such
that
CZpγq ‰ CZpγ1q P Z{2.
Otherwise, γ is called good .
1.2 Cylindrical contact homology
We now review what we will need to know about the cylindrical contact homology
CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq. The original definition is due to Eliashberg-Givental-Hofer [13]; we
are using notation2 from [25].
Assume that λ is nondegenerate and hypertight. Let J be a λ-compatible almost
complex structure on R ˆ Y . Assuming that J satisfies certain transversality condi-
tions (to be specified below), we define a chain complex CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq over Q as
follows.
As a module, CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq is noncanonically isomorphic to the vector space
over Q generated by good Reeb orbits; an isomorphism is fixed by making certain
orientation choices. More precisely, for each good Reeb orbit γ, the theory of coherent
orientations as in [7, 14] can be used to define a Z-module Oγ which is noncanonically
isomorphic to Z; see Proposition 2.3 and §A.3. We then define
CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq “
à
γ good
Oγ bZ Q.
2A notational difference is that in [25], we denoted cylindrical contact homology by CHQpY, λ, Jq.
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Choosing a generator of Oγ for each good Reeb orbit γ specifies an isomorphism
CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq » Qtgood Reeb orbitsu.
This chain complex has a canonical Z{2-grading determined by the mod 2 Conley-
Zehnder index. In some cases the grading can be refined; see §1.6 below.
To define the differential, we first define an operator
δ : CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq ÝÑ CCEGH˚´1 pY, λ; Jq
as follows: If α is a good Reeb orbit, then
δα “
ÿ
β
ÿ
uPMJ1 pα,βq
puq
dpuqβ, (1.8)
where the sum is over good Reeb orbits β. Here puq P t˘1u is a sign3 associated to u;
our sign convention is spelled out in Definition A.23. Also, dpuq P Zą0 is the covering
multiplicity of u, which is 1 if and only if u is somewhere injective. The definition
(1.8) makes sense provided that all moduli spaces MJd pα, βq with d ď 1 are cut out
transversely4.
Next we define an operator
κ : CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq ÝÑ CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq
by
κpαq “ dpαqα.
If we further assume suitable transversality for the moduli spaces MJ2 pα, βq, then
counting their ends leads to the equation
δκδ “ 0. (1.9)
This was proved in the three-dimensional case in [25], and we will recover it in arbi-
trary odd dimensions from the Morse-Bott theory below; see Corollary 5.3. Equation
(1.9) implies that
BEGH :“ δκ (1.10)
is a differential on CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq.
Definition 1.2. If λ is hypertight and J is admissible (see Definition 5.1; this is a
certain transversality hypothesis on the moduli spacesMJd pα, βq for d ď 2), we define
the cylindrical contact homology CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq to be the homology of the chain
complex pCCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq, BEGHq.
3More precisely, puq is an element of t˘1u after generators of Oα and Oβ have been chosen.
Without making such choices, puq is an isomorphism Oα » Oβ .
4In particular, then all moduli spaces MJd pα, βq with α ‰ β and d ď 0 are empty, which under
our hypertightness assumption guarantees that the moduli spacesMJ1 pα, βq are compact so that we
obtain finite counts.
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Remark 1.3. It is also possible to take the differential to be κδ instead of δκ. In fact,
both of these differentials arise naturally in the Morse-Bott story; see equation (1.14)
below. The operator κ defines an isomorphism between these two chain complexes
over Q, because pκδqκ “ κpδκq. While both of these differentials are actually defined
over Z, we do not expect the homologies over Z to be isomorphic to each other or
invariant in the sense of (1.1).
In [25] we showed that in the three-dimensional case, the transversality for J-
holomorphic cylinders needed to define CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq can be achieved by choosing J
generically; see also §5.4 below. However this is impossible in most higher dimensional
cases. The difficulty is that there may exist multiply covered J-holomorphic cylinders
with negative Fredholm index, even when J is generic.
1.3 Nonequivariant contact homology
As suggested in [4], one can fix the transversality problems for holomorphic cylinders
using a domain-dependent almost complex structure. Breaking the S1 symmetry
naturally leads one to a “Morse-Bott” version of the chain complex. The homology of
this chain complex is not the cylindrical contact homology described in the previous
section, but rather a “non-equivariant” version of it, which we define in §2 and §3.
To introduce this, let Y be a closed odd-dimensional manifold, and let λ be a
nondegenerate hypertight contact form on Y . Let J “ tJtu be a family of λ-compatible
almost complex structures on Rˆ Y parametrized by t P S1. If λ` and λ´ are Reeb
orbits, we consider maps u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y such that
Bsu` JtBtu “ 0, (1.11)
limsÑ˘8 piRpups, tqq “ ˘8, and limsÑ˘8 piY pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ˘. We
declare two such maps to be equivalent if they differ by translation of the R coordinate
on the domain R ˆ S1, and we denote the set of equivalence classes by ĂMJpγ`, γ´q.
Note that for solutions to (1.11), unlike (1.5), we can no longer mod out by rotation
of the S1 coordinate on the domain.
Given u as above, let ĂMJupγ`, γ´q denote the component of ĂMJpγ`, γ´q containing
u. If J is generic, then this is a smooth manifold of dimension
dim
´ĂM Jupγ`, γ´q¯ “ CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚ξ, τq ` 1.
The right hand side here is one greater than the right hand side of (1.6), because we
are no longer modding out by an S1 symmetry.
As before, R acts on ĂMJpγ`, γ´q by translation of the R factor in the target
R ˆ Y , and we let MJpγ`, γ´q denote the quotient. Below, if γ` ‰ γ´, and if
d is a nonnegative integer, let MJdpγ`, γ´q denote the union of the d-dimensional
components of MJpγ`, γ´q.
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We now also have well-defined smooth evaluation maps
e˘ :MJpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘,
u ÞÝÑ lim
sÑ˘8 piY pups, 0qq.
Here γ denotes the image of the Reeb orbit γ in Y .
The moduli spaces MJdpγ`, γ´q, together with the evaluation maps e˘ (and some
orientations and compactifications), constitute what we call a “Morse-Bott system”
in [26]. As explained in [26], out of this data we can naturally construct a “cascade”
chain complex pNCC˚pY, λq, BJq as follows.
We define NCC˚pY, λq to be the free Z-module with two generators qα and pα for
each Reeb orbit α. This module has a canonical Z{2-grading, where the grading of qα
is CZpαq, and the grading of pα is CZpαq ` 1.
To define the differential, we generically choose a point pα P α for each Reeb
orbit α. If α ‰ β, then the differential coefficient xBJpα, qβy is a signed count of tuplespu1, . . . , ukq, where there are distinct Reeb orbits α “ γ0, γ1, . . . , γk “ β such that
ui PMJ0pγi´1, γiq, and for 0 ă i ă k, the points pγi , e´puiq, and e`pui`1q are cyclically
ordered on γi with respect to the orientation given by the Reeb vector field. If we
replace pα by qα, then we add the constraint that e`pu1q “ pα, and we increase the
dimension of u1’s moduli space by 1. Likewise, if we replace qβ by pβ, then we add the
constraint that e´pukq “ pβ, and we increase the dimension of uk’s moduli space by
1. When α “ β, all differential coefficients are defined to be zero, except that
xBJpα, qαy “ ´2 (1.12)
when α is a bad Reeb orbit.
Formal arguments in [26] show that
´
BJ
¯2 “ 0, and that the homology does not
depend on the choice of base points pα. This homology is the nonequivariant contact
homology, which we denote by NCH˚pY, λ; Jq. It is invariant in the following sense:
Theorem 1.4. Let Y be a closed manifold, and let λ and λ1 be nondegenerate hy-
pertight contact forms on Y with Kerpλq “ Kerpλ1q. Let J be a generic S1-family
of λ-compatible almost complex structures, and let J1 be a generic S1-family of λ1-
compatible almost complex structures. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
NCH˚pY, λ; Jq “ NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q.
In particular, if ξ is a contact structure on Y admitting a nondegenerate5 hy-
pertight contact form, then we have a well-defined nonequivariant contact homology
NCH˚pY, ξq.
5In fact one can remove the nondegeneracy assumption here; see §1.6 below.
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Remark 1.5. Our Morse-Bott chain complex pNCC˚pY, λq, BJq is a contact analogue
of the Floer theory for autonomous Hamiltonians studied in [8]. In that paper, the
idea was to perturb the autonomous Hamiltonian to a nondegenerate one, and to
understand the Floer chain complex of the nondegenerate perturbation in Morse-
Bott terms. In our situation, by contrast, we need to define the homology and prove
its invariance entirely in the Morse-Bott setting.
1.4 S1-equivariant contact homology
In §4, we carry out a variant of the above construction defined using a larger family
of almost complex structures on R ˆ Y , namely an S1-equivariant S1 ˆ ES1 family
of almost complex structures J.
To define the chain complex, we fix a perfect Morse function f on BS1. Let rf
denote its pullback to ES1, and if x is a critical point of f , let pi´1pxq denote its inverse
image in ES1. Given critical points x˘ of f , and given Reeb orbits γ˘, we consider
pairs pη, uq, where η : R Ñ ES1 is an upward gradient flow line of rf asymptotic to
points in pi´1px˘q, and u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y satisfies the equation
Bsu` Jt,ηpsqu “ 0,
with the asymptotic conditions that limsÑ˘8 piRups, ¨q “ ˘8, and limsÑ˘8 piY ups, ¨q
is a parametrization of a Reeb orbit γ˘. As before, there is an R action on the set of
solutions by translating the R coordinate in the domains of η and u simultaneously,
and another R action by translating the R coordinate on the target RˆY of u. There
is also an S1 action which simultaneously translates the S1 factor on the domain of
u and acts on ES1 in the target of η. We denote the quotient of the solution set by
these actions byMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq. As before, there are evaluation maps, which
now have the form
e˘ :MJppx,γ`q, px´, γ´qq ÝÑ
`
pi´1px˘q ˆ γ˘
˘ {S1.
These moduli spaces and evaluation maps satisfy the axioms of a “Morse-Bott
system”, so we can again invoke the formalism of [26] to obtain a chain complex´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
. This chain complex then has two generators for each pair px, αq,
where x is a critical point of f and α is a Reeb orbit. We denote these two generators
by qα b Uk and pα b Uk, where 2k is the Morse index of x. More concisely, we have a
canonical identification of Z-modules
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq “ NCC˚pY, λq b ZrU s.
One can think of the formal variable U as having degree 2, although for now this
chain complex is only Z{2-graded, where qα b Uk has grading CZpαq and pα b Uk has
grading CZpαq ` 1.
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The homology of this chain complex is the S1-equivariant contact homology, which
we denote by CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq. It is invariant in the following sense, analogously to
Theorem 1.4:
Theorem 1.6. Let Y be a closed manifold, and λ and λ1 be nondegenerate hypertight
contact forms on Y with Kerpλq “ Kerpλ1q. Let J be a generic S1-equivariant S1 ˆ
ES1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures, and let J1 be a generic S1-
equivariant S1 ˆ ES1-family of λ1-compatible almost complex structures. Then there
is a canonical isomorphism
CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq “ CHS1˚ pY, λ1; J1q.
In particular, if ξ is a contact structure admitting a hypertight contact form, then
we have a well-defined S1-equivariant contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq.
Remark 1.7. The S1-equivariant contact homology defined above is analogous to
the S1-equivariant symplectic homology introduced in [10]. The difference is that we
are using contact forms instead of Hamiltonians, and we are working in a Morse-Bott
setting.
Remark 1.8. The nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, λ; Jq is the homology
of the subcomplex of CCS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq in which the exponent of U is zero. Here J is
obtained by restricting J to the part of S1ˆES1 corresponding to the index 0 critical
point of f . If J is chosen appropriately, then the differential on CCS
1
˚ will commute
with “multiplication by U´1”, namely the map sending Uk ÞÑ Uk´1 for k ą 0, and
sending 1 ÞÑ 0. We then obtain, as in [10], a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ NCH˚ Ñ CHS1˚ Ñ CHS1˚ Ñ NCH˚´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where the middle map is induced by multiplication by U´1 on the chain complex.
1.5 The autonomous case
We now explain how to recover the cylindrical contact homology in §1.2 from the
S1-equivariant contact homology in §1.4.
Suppose that J is a λ-compatible almost complex structure on R ˆ Y which
satisfies the transversality conditions needed to define cylindrical contact homology,
see Definition 1.2. We can then compute the S1-equivariant contact homology using
the “autonomous” family of almost complex structures J “ tJu. (In general, a slight
perturbation of the autonomous family might be needed to obtain the transversality
necessary to define the S1-equivariant differential. See §5.2 for details.)
In this case, we find that the equivariant differential is given by
BS1 “ BJ b 1` B1 b U´1.
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Here BJ denotes the nonequivariant cascade differential for the autonomous family
J “ tJu. In addition, the “BV operator” B1 is given by
B1pα “ 0,
B1qα “
$&% dpαqpα, α good,0, α bad. (1.13)
We will see in §5.2 that the above differential is related to the cylindrical contact
homology differential as follows: If α and β are good Reeb orbits, thenA
BJqα, qβE “ xδκα, βy ,A
BJpα, pβE “ x´κδα, βy . (1.14)
In addition, if α is a bad Reeb orbit, then
A
BJqα, qβE “ 0 for any Reeb orbit β; and if β
is a bad Reeb orbit, then
A
BJpα, pβE “ 0 for any Reeb orbit α. Finally, ABJpα, qβE “ 0,
except when α and β are equal and bad, in which case we have that the differential
coefficient is -2, c.f. (1.12).
Given the above observations, a calculation in §5.3 proves the following:
Theorem 1.9. Let Y be a closed manifold, let λ be a nondegenerate hypertight contact
form on Y , and write ξ “ Kerpλq. Let J be an almost complex structure on R ˆ Y
which is admissible (see Definition 5.1). Then there is a canonical isomorphism
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq bQ “ CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq.
Corollary 1.10. CHEGH˚ is an invariant of closed contact manifolds pY, ξq for which
there exists a pair pλ, Jq where λ is a nondegenerate hypertight contact form with
Kerpλq “ ξ, and J is an admissible λ-compatible almost complex structure.
1.6 Additional structure
The three kinds of contact homology discussed above have some additional structure
on them. These are standard constructions given the material in the rest of the paper,
so we will just briefly describe them here. We will mostly ignore cylindrical contact
homology below, since S1-equivariant contact homology determines it by Theorem 1.9
but is defined more generally.
Splitting by free homotopy classes. The differentials on the chain complexes
defining cylindrical, nonequivariant, and S1-equivariant contact homology all preserve
the free homotopy class of Reeb orbits (since they count cylinders which project
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to homotopies in Y between Reeb orbits). Furthermore, the chain maps proving
topological invariance of the nonequivariant and S1-equivariant contact homologies
also preserve the free homotopy class of Reeb orbits. Consequently, if ξ is a contact
structure on Y admitting a hypertight contact form, and if Γ is a free homotopy
class of loops in Y , then we have well-defined contact homologies NCH˚pY, ξ,Γq and
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξ,Γq, which are the homologies of the subcomplexes involving Reeb orbits
in the class Γ.
Refined grading. Each of the above contact homologies has a noncanonical Z{N -
grading, which refines the canonical Z{2-grading, where N is twice the divisibility
of the element of Homppi2pY q,Zq given by pairing with c1pξq. To define this relative
grading on cylindrical contact homology, for each free homotopy class Γ that contains
good Reeb orbits, choose a good Reeb orbit γ in the class Γ, and choose an arbitrary
value of the grading |γ| P Z{N which has the same parity as CZpγq. There is then a
unique way to extend the Z{N -grading over all good Reeb orbits in the class Γ such
that if u is any homotopy class of cylinder with boundary γ` ´ γ´, then
|γ`| ´ |γ´| “ indpuq.
Here indpuq is defined as in (1.6), which makes sense even if u does not come from a
holomorphic cylinder.
To define the grading on nonequivariant or equivariant contact homology, one
likewise chooses the grading |qγ| for all Reeb orbits γ in the homotopy class Γ. We
then adopt the conventions
|pγ| “ |qγ| ` 1,ˇˇqγ b Uk ˇˇ “ |qγ| ` 2k,ˇˇpγ b Uk ˇˇ “ |qγ| ` 2k ` 1.
The topological invariance in Theorems 1.4 and 1.6, and the isomorphism in Theo-
rem 1.9, respect the relative gradings.
Cobordism maps. Let pY`, λ`q and pY´, λ´q be closed manifolds with nondegen-
erate hypertight contact forms. Let pX,λq be an exact6 symplectic cobordism (see
Definition 3.7) from pY`, λ`q to pY´, λ´q, and assume further that no Reeb orbit in
Y` is contractible in X. Proposition 3.8 and the subsequent discussion show that the
cobordism pX,λq induces a map
ΦpX,λq : NCH˚pY`, λ`q ÝÑ NCH˚pY´, λ´q
6One can also obtain cobordism maps from a strong symplectic cobordism if one uses a suitable
Novikov completion of contact homology; see [24] for the analogous story for embedded contact
homology.
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which is functorial with respect to composition of cobordisms. Likewise, Proposi-
tion 4.9 and the subsequent discussion give a functorial map
ΦpX,λq : CHS1˚ pY`, λ`q ÝÑ CHS1˚ pY´, λ´q.
Filtered versions. Let Y be a closed manifold, let λ be a contact form on Y ,
let L be a positive real number, and assume that λ is “L-nondegenerate” and “L-
hypertight”, meaning that all Reeb orbits of action less than L are nondegenerate
and noncontractible. (In particular, λ does not need to be hypertight.) We can then
repeat the constructions of nonequivariant and equivariant contact homology above,
considering only Reeb orbits with symplectic action less than L, to obtain well-defined
“filtered contact homologies”NCHăL˚ pY, λq and CHS
1,ăL˚ pY, λq. These do not depend
on the choice of almost complex structure, although they do depend on the contact
form λ, cf. [29, Thm. 1.3]. When λ is actually nondegenerate and hypertight, the usual
contact homologies are recovered from the filtered contact homologies by taking the
direct limit over L, e.g.
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq “ lim
LÑ8CH
S1,ăL
˚ pY, λq. (1.15)
The degenerate case. If λ is L-hypertight but possibly degenerate, and if λ
does not have any Reeb orbit of action equal to L, then one can still define the
filtered nonequivariant or S1-equivariant contact homology by letting λ1 be a small
L-nondegenerate and L-hypertight perturbation of λ and defining
CHS
1,ăL
˚ pY, λq “ CHS1,ăL˚ pY, λ1q,
and likewise for nonequivariant contact homology. This does not depend on the choice
of λ1 if the perturbation is sufficiently small. With this definition, if λ is hypertight
but possibly degenerate, then we still have the direct limit (1.15). (If ξ has hypertight
representatives but they are all degenerate, then the right hand side of (1.15) is still
an invariant of pY, ξq and can be taken as a definition of the left hand side.)
Local contact homology. In [21], Hryniewicz and Macarini introduced the local
contact homology of the dth iterate of a simple Reeb orbit γ0 in a (not necessarily
compact) contact manifold pY, λ0q. We assume that the Reeb orbits γk0 for 1 ď
k ď d are isolated in the loop space of Y , but we do not assume that these are
nondegenerate. Local contact homology is defined analogously to the cylindrical
contact homology CHEGH˚ , but only working in a small tubular neighborhood Nof γ0,
for a nondegenerate perturbation λ of λ0, and only considering Reeb orbits of λ that
wind d times around N . This local contact homology is defined in [21], assuming that
one can find almost complex structures satisfying suitable transversality, and it is a
key ingredient in various dynamical applications, see e.g. [16, 17, 18].
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Using our methods, and without any transversality assumptions, we can define
local versions of nonequivariant and S1-equivariant contact homology, which we de-
note by NCH˚pY, λ0, γ0, dq and CHS1˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq, and prove that these are invariants
which depend only on the contact form λ0 in a neighborhood of the Reeb orbit γ0.
As in Theorem 1.9, if there exists a perturbation λ of λ0 in N and a λ-compatible
almost complex structure J satisfying sufficient transversality to define the cylindrical
contact homology CHEGH˚ , which is always true in the three-dimensional case, then
this cylindrical contact homology does not depend on the perturbation λ or on J and
agrees with CHS
1
˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq bQ. See §6.2 for details.
1.7 Relation with other approaches
Bao-Honda [2] give another construction of cylindrical contact homology for hyper-
tight contact forms in dimension 3, by modifying the contact form so that all Reeb
orbits of action less than L are hyperbolic, using obstruction bundle gluing to prove
that the cylindrical contact homology in action less than L for the modified contact
form is independent of the choice of modification, and then taking the direct limit
over L. Action-filtered versions of Theorems 1.6 and 1.9 show that this definition of
cylindrical contact homology is also isomorphic to CHS
1 bQ.
Bourgeois-Oancea [10, §4.1.2(2)] define a version of positive S1-equivariant sym-
plectic homology (over Z) for a nondegenerate contact form λ on a closed manifold
Y 2n´1, assuming that λ is hypertight, or that c1pξq|pi2pY q “ 0 and every contractible
Reeb orbit γ satisfies CZpγq ą 4 ´ n. In particular this includes the dynamically
convex case in three dimensions, and also local contact homology. The theory defined
by Bourgeois-Oancea can be used a substitute for cylindrical contact homology in
some applications. We expect that it is canonically isomorphic to the S1-equivariant
contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq defined here (in the hypertight case) and in the sequel
[27] (in the dynamically convex case in three dimensions).
Bao-Honda [3] and Pardon [33] use virtual techniques (variations on the idea of
“Kuranishi structure”) to define the contact homology algebra (over Q) of any closed
manifold with a nondegenerate contact form. In the hypertight case, one can obtain
cylindrical contact homology and its invariance from the contact homology algebra.
More generally, work in progress of Fish-Hofer will use the polyfold theory of
Hofer-Wysocki-Zehnder [20] to define symplectic field theory, which in particular will
yield cylindrical contact homology (over Q) for a dynamically convex contact form.
One reason why we are pursuing the more geometric approach in the present paper
and [25, 27], even though it is less general than the more abstract approaches above,
is that for computations and applications, it is desirable when possible to understand
cylindrical contact homology directly in terms of Reeb orbits and holomorphic cylin-
ders between them. Also, in applications to symplectic embedding problems, it is
important to understand the holomorphic curves in symplectic cobordisms that arise
from contact homology, see e.g. [30].
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1.8 The plan
In §2 and §3 we explain the definition of nonequivariant contact homology and prove
its invariance (Theorem 1.4). In §4 we modify this construction to define equivari-
ant contact homology and prove its invariance (Theorem 1.6). In §5 we describe the
nonequivariant and equivariant contact homology for autonomous J (assuming suit-
able transversality) and prove the relation with cylindrical contact homology (Theo-
rem 1.9). In §6 we work out some examples, including a definition of local contact
homology.
Our constructions use various analytical results on transversality, compactness,
and gluing, which are proved by standard arguments which we omit. However we do
include a long appendix giving details of the orientations of the moduli spaces that
we consider.
In the sequel [27], we will extend the machinery in the present paper to construct
an invariant integral lift of cylindrical contact homology for dynamically convex con-
text forms in three dimensions. In this case, for a generic λ-compatible almost com-
plex structure J on RˆY , there may exist certain nontransverse index 2 holomorphic
buildings with one positive end and one negative end. These do not interfere with
the proof that pBEGHq2 “ 0, as shown in [25, Prop. 3.1]. However these buildings do
make nontrivial contributions to the cascade differentials computing nonequivariant
and S1-equivariant contact homology. To understand these contributions, we will
need to use a bit of obstruction bundle gluing as in [28].
Acknowledgments. We thank Mohammed Abouzaid, Helmut Hofer, Umberto
Hryniewicz, Dusa McDuff, Paul Seidel, and Chris Wendl for helpful conversations.
2 Nonequivariant moduli spaces
In this section we give the definitions and state the key properties of moduli spaces
of holomorphic cylinders for S1-dependent almost complex structures. These moduli
spaces will be used in §3 to define nonequivariant contact homology.
2.1 Definitions
Let pY 2n´1, λq be a closed nondegenerate contact manifold with contact structure
ξ “ kerλ and Reeb vector field R. We assume throughout that λ is hypertight, i.e.
all Reeb orbits are noncontractible.
Let J “ tJtutPS1 be an S1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures on
Rˆ Y ; see Definition 1.1.
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Definition 2.1. If γ` and γ´ are Reeb orbits, let ĂMJpγ`, γ´q denote the moduli
space of maps u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y satisfying the equations
Bsu` JtBtu “ 0, (2.1)
lim
sÑ˘8 piRpups, ¨qq “ ˘8, (2.2)
lim
sÑ˘8 piY pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ˘, (2.3)
modulo R translation in the domain. If γ` and γ´ are distinct, then R acts freely onĂMJpγ`, γ´q by translation of the R coordinate on the target Rˆ Y , and we define
MJpγ`, γ´q “ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q{R.
If γ is a Reeb orbit, let γ denote the underlying simple Reeb orbit, so that γ is a
d-fold cover of γ for some integer d ą 0. There are then well-defined evaluation maps
e˘ :MJpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘
defined by
e˘puq :“ lim
sÑ˘8 piY pups, 0qq. (2.4)
2.2 Transversality
If d is an integer, let MJdpγ`, γ´q denote the set of u PMJpγ`, γ´q with
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚ξ, τq “ d. (2.5)
Here the notation is as in equation (1.6). A standard transversality argument based
on [36, §8], going back to [12, 15], shows:
Proposition 2.2. If J is generic, then:
(a) For any Reeb orbits γ` and γ´, and any integer d, the moduli space MJdpγ`, γ´q
naturally has the structure of a smooth manifold of dimension d, and the eval-
uation maps e` and e´ on it are smooth.
(b) For any Reeb orbits γ0, . . . , γk and integers d1, . . . , dk the k-fold fiber product
MJd1pγ0, γ1q ˆγ1MJd2pγ1, γ2q ˆγ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆγk´1MJdkpγk´1, γkq
is cut out transversely, and in particular is a smooth manifold of dimensionřk
i“1 di ´ k ` 1.
Note that the transversality in (b) means that if pu1, . . . , ukq is an element of this
fiber product, then the map
Tpu1,...,ukq
kź
i“1
MJdipγi´1, γiq ÝÑ
k´1à
i“1
Te´puiqγi,
pv1, . . . , vkq ÞÝÑ pde´pv1q ´ de`pv2q, . . . , de´pvk´1q ´ de`pvkqq
is surjective.
Assume below that J is generic in the sense of Proposition 2.2.
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2.3 Orientations
Recall that any manifold M has an “orientation sheaf” OM , which is a local system
locally isomorphic to Z, defined by OMppq “ HdimpMqpM,Mztpuq for p P M ; an
orientation of M is equivalent to a section of OM which restricts to a generator of
each fiber. If O is another local system on M which is locally isomorphic to Z, then
we define an “orientation of M with values in O” to be a section
o P H0pM ;OM bOq
which restricts to a generator of each fiber.
As we review in the appendix (see Definition A.22), one can use the theory of
coherent orientations to assign to each Reeb orbit γ a canonical local system Oγ over
γ, locally isomorphic to Z, such that:
Proposition 2.3. (proved in §A.3)
(a) The local system Oγ is trivial, i.e. (noncanonically) isomorphic to γ ˆ Z, if and
only if γ is a good Reeb orbit.
(b) The moduli spaceMJpγ`, γ´q has a canonical orientation with values in e˚`Oγ`b
e˚´Oγ´.
2.4 Compactness
Definition 2.4. Let γ` and γ´ be distinct Reeb orbits. A (k-level) broken J-
holomorphic cylinder from γ` to γ´ is a k-tuple pu1, . . . , ukq where there exist distinct
Reeb orbits γ` “ γ0, γ1, . . . , γk “ γ´ such that ui PMJpγi´1, γiq for i “ 1, . . . , k and
e´puiq “ e`pui`1q for i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1.
Definition 2.5. • If γ` and γ´ are distinct Reeb orbits, let MJdpγ`, γ´q denote
the set of broken J-holomorphic cylinders pu1, . . . , ukq as above, where ui P
MJdipγi´1, γiq with
řk
i“1 di “ d.
• Define evaluation maps
e˘ :MJdpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘
by e`pu1, . . . , ukq “ e`pu1q and e´pu1, . . . , ukq “ e´pukq.
• We giveMJdpγ`, γ´q the usual topology. In particular, a sequence tupνquν“1,2,...
in MJdpγ`, γ´q converges to pu1, . . . , ukq P MJdpγ`, γ´q if and only if one can
assign to each ν a choice of k representatives upνq1, . . . , upνqk P ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q
of upνq such that for each i “ 1, . . . , k, the sequence tupνqiuν“1,2,... of maps
Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y converges in C8 on compact sets to ui.
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Proposition 2.6. For any J (not necessarily generic), if γ` and γ´ are distinct Reeb
orbits, then MJdpγ`, γ´q is compact.
Proof. This follows from standard compactness arguments as in [6, Thm. 10.4]. (This
reference does not consider domain-dependent almost complex structures, but that
does not affect the argument here.) The hypertightness assumption is needed to avoid
bubbling of holomorphic planes.
2.5 Constrained moduli spaces and gluing
Let γ`, γ´ be distinct Reeb orbits, and let p˘ P γ˘. We then define moduli spaces
with point constraints
MJdpγ`, p`, γ´q “ e´1` pp`q ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q,
MJdpγ`, γ´, p´q “ e´1´ pp´q ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q,
MJdpγ`, p`, γ´, p´q “ pe` ˆ e´q´1pp`, p´q ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q.
If the pair pp`, p´q is generic, then each set on the left hand side is a smooth manifold
of dimension d´1 or d´2, with a canonical orientation with values in e˚`O`be˚´O´.
Here we orient the spaces with point constraints using the conventions in [26, §2.2].
We also define “compactified” constrained moduli spaces by
MJdpγ`, p`, γ´q “ e´1` pp`q ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q
and so forth.
In the proposition below, we orient fiber products using the convention in [26,
§2.1].
Proposition 2.7. Let γ` and γ´ be distinct Reeb orbits. Assume that the pair
pp`, p´q is generic so that:
• p` is a regular value of all evaluation maps e` :MJdpγ`, γ0q Ñ γ` for d ď 2.
• p´ is a regular value of all evaluation maps e´ :MJdpγ0, γ´q Ñ γ´ for d ď 2.
• pp`, p´q is a regular value of all products of evaluation maps
e` ˆ e´ :MJdpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ` ˆ γ´
for d ď 3.
Then:
(a) MJ0pγ`, γ´q is finite.
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(b) MJ1pγ`, γ´q is a compact oriented topological one-manifold with oriented bound-
ary
BMJ1pγ`, γ´q “
ž
γ0‰γ`,γ´
d``d´“1
p´1qd`MJd`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJd´pγ0, γ´q. (2.6)
(c) MJ2pγ`, γ´, p´q is a compact oriented topological one-manifold with oriented
boundary
BMJ2pγ`, γ´, p´q “
ž
γ0‰γ`,γ´
d``d´“2
p´1qd`MJd`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJd´pγ0, γ´, p´q (2.7)
Similarly, MJ2pγ`, p`, γ´q is a compact oriented topological one-manifold with
oriented boundary
BMJ2pγ`, p`, γ´q “
ž
γ0‰γ`,γ´
d``d´“2
p´1qd`´1MJd`pγ`, p`, γ0q ˆγ0MJd´pγ0, γ´q. (2.8)
(d) MJ3pγ`, p`, γ´, p´q is a compact oriented topological one-manifold with oriented
boundary
BMJ3pγ`, p`, γ´, p´q “
ž
γ0‰γ`,γ´
d``d´“3
p´1qd`´1MJd`pγ`, p`, γ0q ˆγ0MJd´pγ0, γ´, p´q.
(2.9)
Proof. (a) By Proposition 2.2, the moduli spaceMJ0pγ`, γ´q is a 0-dimensional man-
ifold, and MJ0pγ`, γ´qzMJ0pγ`, γ´q is empty. Thus MJ0pγ`, γ0q is discrete. It then
follows from Proposition 2.6 thatMJ0pγ`, γ´q, and in particularMJ0pγ`, γ´q, is finite.
(b)–(d). The compactness follows from Proposition 2.6. The fact that the com-
pactified moduli spaces are manifolds with boundary as described follows from Propo-
sition A.25.
2.6 Morse-Bott systems
It follows from the above results that for generic J, the moduli spaces MJdpγ`, γ´q
and the evaluation maps on them constitute a “Morse-Bott system” in the sense of
[26, Def. 2.1].
More precisely, a Morse-Bott system is a tuple pX, | ¨ |, S,O,M˚, e˘q where:
• X is a set.
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• | ¨ | is a function X Ñ Z{2 (the mod 2 grading).
• S is a function which assigns to each x P X a closed connected oriented 1-
manifold Spxq.
• O assigns to each x P X a local system Ox over Spxq which is locally isomorphic
to Z.
• If x`, x´ P X are distinct and d P t0, 1, 2, 3u, then Mdpx`, x´q is a smooth
manifold of dimension d.
• e˘ : Mdpx`, x´q Ñ Spx˘q are smooth maps.
• Mdpx`, x´q is equipped with an orientation with values in e˚`Ox` b e˚´Ox´ .
These are required to satisfy the “Grading”, “Finiteness”, “Fiber Product Transver-
sality”, and “Compactification” axioms in [26, §2.2].
In the present case we can take X to be the set of Reeb orbits. For a Reeb orbit γ,
we define |γ| to be the mod 2 Conley-Zehnder index CZpγq, and Spγq “ γ, oriented by
the Reeb vector field. Then Oγ is the local system in Proposition 2.3, and Mdpγ`, γ´q
is the moduli spaceMJdpγ`, γ´q, with the evaluation maps defined by (2.4). Here we
are discarding the moduli spaces MJd with d ą 3.
Proposition 2.8. If J is generic, then the above data constitute a Morse-Bott system
in the sense of [26, Def. 2.1].
Proof. The Grading axiom in [26, §2.2] requires that ifMJdpγ`, γ´q is nonempty then
CZpγ`q ´ CZpγ´q ” d mod 2. (2.10)
This follows from equation (2.5) and Proposition 2.2(a).
The Finiteness axiom in [26, §2.2] requires that for each Reeb orbit γ0, there
are only finitely many tuples pk, γ1, . . . , γkq where k is a positive integer, γ1, . . . , γk
are distinct Reeb orbits, and there exist d1, . . . , dk P t0, 1, 2, 3u with MJdipγi´1, γiq ‰H for each i “ 1, . . . , k. This holds in the present case because if γ` ‰ γ´ then
MJdpγ`, γ´q ‰ H only if the symplectic action of γ` is strictly greater than the
symplectic action of γ´; and for each L P R, there are only finitely many Reeb
orbits with action less than L (because Y is compact and the contact form λ is
nondegenerate).
The Fiber Product Transversality axiom in [26, §2.2] follows from Proposition 2.2(b).
(The latter is a much stronger statement.)
Parts (a)–(d) of the Compactness axiom in [26, §2.2] follow from the corresponding
parts of Proposition 2.7. The rest of the Compactness axiom holds automatically as
explained in [26, Rmk. 2.6].
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3 Nonequivariant contact homology
As in §2, let Y be a closed manifold, let λ be a nondegenerate hypertight contact form
on Y , and let J be a generic S1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures on
RˆY . In this section we define the nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, λ; Jq
and prove that it is an invariant of Y and ξ “ Kerpλq.
3.1 Abstract Morse-Bott theory
To define nonequivariant contact homology and prove its invariance, we will invoke
the following result from [26]. The statement of this result includes some terminology
defined in [26] which will be reviewed below.
Theorem 3.1. [26, Thm. 1.1]
(a) Let A be a Morse-Bott system. Then the cascade homology H ˚pAq is well-defined,
independently of the choice of base points.
(b) Let Φ be a morphism of Morse-Bott systems from A1 to A2. Then:
(i) There is a well-defined induced map on cascade homology
Φ˚ : H ˚pA1q ÝÑ H ˚pA2q.
(ii) If A1 “ A2 and Φ is the identity morphism, then Φ˚ is the identity map.
(iii) If Ψ is a morphism from A2 to A3, and if Φ and Ψ are composable, then
the composition Ψ ˝ Φ satisfies
pΨ ˝ Φq˚ “ Ψ˚ ˝ Φ˚ : H ˚pA1q ÝÑ H ˚pA3q.
(iv) If Φ1 is another morphism from A1 to A2 which is homotopic to Φ, then
Φ˚ “ pΦ1q˚ : H ˚pA1q ÝÑ H ˚pA2q.
We define the nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, λ; Jq to be the cascade
homology of the Morse-Bott system in Proposition 2.8. We now spell out explicitly
what this means.
3.2 Cascade moduli spaces
To start, we need to generically choose, for each Reeb orbit γ, a base point pγ P γ.
Denote this set of choices by P .
We need to study “cascade” moduli spaces Md
´pα, pβ¯, Md ´pα, qβ¯, Md ´qα, pβ¯,
andMd
´qα, qβ¯ for each pair of (possibly equal) Reeb orbits α, β and each nonnegative
integer d.
When α “ β, the definition is simple:
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Definition 3.2. If α is a Reeb orbit, define
Md ppα, pαq “Md pqα, pαq “Md pqα, qαq “ H,
Md ppα, qαq “
$&% 2 points if d “ 0,H if d ą 0.
The above two points have opposite orientations when α is good; and they both have
negative orientation7 when α is bad.
We now define the cascade moduli spaces for α ‰ β.
TL/DR. The notation qγ means that there is a point constraint when γ is at the
top, but not when it is at the bottom; and pγ means that there is a point constraint
when γ is at the bottom, but not when it is at the top. Also, a subscript on a cascade
moduli space indicates its expected dimension.
Definition 3.3. If α and β are distinct Reeb orbits, let rα denote either pα or qα, and
let rβ denote either pβ or qβ. We define the cascade moduli spaceMd ´rα, rβ¯ as follows.
An element of Md
´rα, rβ¯ is a tuple pu1, . . . , ukq for some positive integer k, such
that there are distinct Reeb orbits α “ γ0, γ1, . . . , γk “ β and nonnegative integers
d1, . . . , dk, such that:
•
kÿ
i“1
di “
$’’&’’%
d, prα, rβq “ ppα, qβq,
d` 1, prα, rβq “ ppα, pβq, pqα, qβq,
d` 2, prα, rβq “ pqα, pβq.
• If k “ 1, then
u1 P
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
MJdpα, βq, prα, rβq “ ppα, qβq,
MJd`1pα, pα, βq, prα, rβq “ pqα, qβq,
MJd`1pα, β, pβq, prα, rβq “ ppα, pβq,
MJd`2pα, pα, β, pβq prα, rβq “ pqα, pβq.
• If k ą 1, then:
7It makes sense to speak of “negative orientation” here because the orientation ofM0 ppα, qαq has
values in Oαppαq bOαppαq “ Z.
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–u1 P
$&% MJd1pα, γ1q, rα “ pα,MJd1pα, pα, γ1q, rα “ qα.
– If i ă i ă k then ui PMJdipγi´1, γiq.
–
uk P
$&% MJdkpγk´1, βq, rβ “ qβ,MJdkpγk´1, β, pβq, rβ “ pβ.
– For i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1, the points pγi , e´puiq, and e`pui`1q, are distinct and
positively cyclically ordered with respect to the orientation of γi.
We topologize Md
´rα, rβ¯ as a subset of the disjoint union of Cartesian products
MJd1pγ0, γ1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMJdkpγk´1, γkq.
It follows from Proposition 2.2(a) that if the set of base points P “ tpγu is generic,
then Md
´rα, rβ¯ is a smooth manifold of dimension d. Furthermore, Md ´rα, rβ¯ has
a canonical orientation with values in Oαppαq bOβppβq, according to the convention
in [26, §3.2].
We now have the following compactness result for the cascade moduli spaces.
Below, following [26, §2.1], a “compactification” of a smooth oriented 1-manifold M
means a compact oriented topological manifold with boundary M such that M is an
open oriented submanifold of M and MzM is finite (but possibly larger than BM).
Proposition 3.4. Suppose the set of base points P “ tpγu is generic. Let α and β
be Reeb orbits, let rα denote either pα or qα, and let rβ denote either pβ or qβ. Then:
(a) M0
´rα, rβ¯ is finite.
(b) M1
´rα, rβ¯ has a compactification M1 ´rα, rβ¯ with oriented boundary
BM1
´rα, rβ¯ “ž
γ
M0 prα, pγq ˆM0 ´pγ, rβ¯
\
ž
γ
M0 prα, qγq ˆM0 ´qγ, rβ¯ .
Proof. This follows by applying [26, Prop. 3.2] to the Morse-Bott system in Proposi-
tion 2.8.
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3.3 Definition of nonequivariant contact homology
Let P “ tpγu be a generic choice of base points as in §3.2. We now define a Z{2-graded
chain complex
´
NCC˚pY, λq, BJ
¯
over Z as follows. (The differential also depends on
P , but we omit this from the notation.)
The Z-module NCC˚pY, λq is the direct sum of two copies of Oγppγq for each Reeb
orbit γ. For notational convenience, we fix a generator of Oγppγq for each γ. We can
then regard NCC˚pY, λq as the free Z-module with two generators pγ and qγ for each
Reeb orbit γ. The mod 2 gradings of these generators are given by
|qγ| “ CZpγq,
|pγ| “ CZpγq ` 1.
Definition 3.5. Define the differential
BJ : NCC˚pY, λq ÝÑ NCC˚´1pY, λq
as follows. Let α and β be Reeb orbits, let rα denote either pα or qα, and let rβ denote
either pβ or qβ. Then the differential coefficient ABJrα, rβE P Z is the signed count of
points in the cascade moduli spaceM0
´rα, rβ¯. Here the signs are determined by the
fixed orientations of Oαppαq and Oβppβq, together with the orientation ofM0
´rα, rβ¯
with values in Oαppαq bOβppβq.
Lemma 3.6. The differential BJ is well-defined, decreases the mod 2 grading by 1,
and satisfies pBJq2 “ 0.
Proof. The coefficient
A
BJrα, rβE is well defined by Proposition 3.4(a). Since for a
given Reeb orbit α there are only finitely many Reeb orbits β with symplectic action
less than that of α, we conclude that BJrα is well-defined.
Equation (2.10) implies that the differential BJ decreases the mod 2 grading by 1.
It follows from Proposition 3.4(b) that
´
BJ
¯2 “ 0.
In the terminology of [26], the homology of the chain complex
´
NCC˚pY, λq, BJ
¯
is the cascade homology of the Morse-Bott system in Proposition 2.8. Consequently,
Theorem 3.1(a) implies that this homology does not depend on the choice of base
points P , so we can denote it by NCH˚pY, λ; Jq, and we call this nonequivariant
contact homology. Our next task is to use the rest of Theorem 3.1 to show that
that NCH in fact depends only on pY, ξq. (For the computation of NCH in our main
example of interest, see Proposition 5.2 below.)
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3.4 Cobordism maps
To prove invariance of nonequivariant contact homology, we need to consider maps
induced by certain symplectic cobordisms.
Definition 3.7. Let pY`, λ`q and pY´, λ´q be closed contact manifolds of dimension
2n ´ 1. An exact symplectic cobordism from8 pY`, λ`q to pY´, λ´q is a pair pX,λq
where X is a compact 2n-dimensional oriented manifold with BX “ Y` ´ Y´, and λ
is a symplectic form on X with λ|Y˘ “ λ˘.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following:
Proposition 3.8. Let pX,λq be an exact symplectic cobordism from pY`, λ`q to
pY´, λ´q, where the contact forms λ˘ are nondegenerate and hypertight. Assume
further that every Reeb orbit for λ` is noncontractible in X. Let J˘ be S1-families of
almost complex structures as needed to define the nonequivariant contact homology of
pY˘, λ˘q. Then pX,λq induces a well-defined map
ΦpX,λ; J`, J´q : NCH˚pY`, λ`; J`q ÝÑ NCH˚pY´, λ´; J´q.
Proof. The strategy is to construct a “morphism of Morse-Bott systems” and invoke
Theorem 3.1(b).
To set up the construction, recall that an exact symplectic cobordism pX,λq has
a canonical Liouville vector field V characterized by ıV dλ “ λ. The vector field V
points out of X on Y` and into X on Y´. For  ą 0 small, the flow of V then
determines neighborhoods N˘ of Y˘ in X with identifications
pN`, λq » pp´, 0s ˆ Y`, erλ`q ,
pN´, λq » pr0, q ˆ Y´, erλ´q (3.1)
where r denotes the p´, 0s or r0, q coordinate. Here V increases the first coordinate
at unit speed, and Y˘ Ă N˘ is identified with t0uˆY˘. We now define the completion
X “ `p´8, 0s ˆ Y´˘YY´ X YY` `r0,8q ˆ Y`˘,
glued using the neighborhood identifications (3.1).
Definition 3.9. Let pX,λq be an exact symplectic cobordism from pY`, λ`q to
pY´, λ´q. An almost complex structure J on X is cobordism-compatible if :
• J agrees on r0,8qˆY` with the restriction of a λ`-compatible almost complex
structure J` on Rˆ Y`.
• J agrees on p´8, 0sˆY´ with the restriction of a λ´-compatible almost complex
structure J´ on Rˆ Y´.
8Instead of using the words “from” and “to”, one could say that pY`, λ`q is the convex boundary
of pX,λq, and pY´, λ´q is the concave boundary.
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• J is compatible with the symplectic form dλ on X.
Now let J` “ tJ`,tutPS1 be an S1-family of λ`-compatible almost complex struc-
tures on RˆY`, and let J´ “ tJ´,tutPS1 be an S1-family of λ´-compatible almost com-
plex structures on RˆY´. Let J “ tJtutPS1 be an S1-family of cobordism-compatible
almost complex structures on X, such that Jt agrees with J`,t on r0,8q ˆ Y` and
with J´,t on p´8, 0s ˆ Y´. Note that given J` and J´, the space of J is contractible.
If γ˘ are Reeb orbits for λ˘, let ΦJpγ`, γ´q denote the moduli spaces of maps
u : Rˆ S1 Ñ X satisfying the conditions
Bsu` JtBtu “ 0, (3.2)
ups, tq P r0,8q ˆ Y` for s ąą 0,
ups, tq P p´8, 0s ˆ Y´ for s ăă 0,
lim
sÑ˘8 piRpups, ¨qq “ ˘8,
limsÑ˘8 piY˘pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ˘, (3.3)
modulo R translation in the domain. (Note that unlike with the moduli spaces ĂM in
Definition 2.1, there is now no R action on the target to mod out by.)
As before, we have evaluation maps
e˘ : ΦJpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘
defined by
e˘puq “ lim
sÑ˘8 piY˘pups, 0qq.
Suppose now that the contact forms λ˘ are nondegenerate. If d is an integer, let
ΦJdpγ`, γ´q denote the set of u P ΦJpγ`, γ´q with
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚TX, τq “ d´ 1.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that λ˘ are nondegenerate and that J˘ and J are generic.
Then:
(a) For any Reeb orbits γ˘ and any integer d, the moduli space ΦJdpγ`, γ´q is a
smooth manifold of dimension d, and the evaluation maps e˘ on it are smooth.
(b) The moduli space ΦJdpγ`, γ´q has a canonical orientation with values in e˚`Oγ`b
e˚´Oγ´.
(c) Let k, l ě 0, let γ`0 , . . . , γ`k be distinct Reeb orbits for λ`, let γ´0 , . . . , γ´l be
distinct Reeb orbits for λ´, and let d0, d`1 , . . . , d
`
k , d
´
1 , . . . , d
´
l be nonnegative
integers. Then the fiber product
MJ`
d`k
pγ`k , γ`k´1q ˆγ`k´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆγ`1 M
J`
d`1
pγ`1 , γ`0 q
ˆ
γ`0
ΦJd0pγ`0 , γ´0 qˆγ´0 (3.4)
MJ´
d´1
pγ´0 , γ´1 q ˆγ´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆγ´l´1M
J´
d´l
pγ´l´1, γ´l q
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is cut out transversely.
Proof. Parts (a) and (c) are standard transversality arguments, similar to Proposi-
tion 2.2. The orientation convention for part (b) is explained at the beginning of
§A.5.
Definition 3.11. Analogously to Definition 2.5, let ΨJdpγ`, γ´q denote the union of
all fiber products (3.4) with γ`k “ γ`, γ´l “ γ´, and
řk
i“1 d
`
i ` d0 `
řl
j“1 d
´
j “ d.
Define the evaluation maps
e˘ : ΨJdpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘
and the topology on ΨJdpγ`, γ´q as before.
Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.8, ΨJdpγ`, γ´q is compact, similarly to
Proposition 2.6. Note that the extra hypothesis that every Reeb orbit of λ` is non-
contractible in X is needed to avoid bubbling of holomorphic planes.
We now have the following compactness and gluing result, which is analogous to
Proposition 2.7, except that the signs are slightly different.
Lemma 3.12. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.8, let γ˘ be Reeb orbits for
λ˘. Then:
(a) ΦJ0pγ`, γ´q is finite.
(b) ΦJ1pγ`, γ´q is a compact oriented topological one-manifold with oriented boundary
BΦJ1pγ`, γ´q “
ž
γ 1` ‰γ`
d``d“1
MJ`d`pγ`, γ1`q ˆγ 1` ΦJdpγ1`, γ´q
ğ ž
γ 1´ ‰γ´
d`d´“1
p´1qdΦJdpγ`, γ1´q ˆγ 1´ MJ´d´pγ1´, γ´q.
(3.5)
(c) We also have analogues of (3.5) with point constraints as in [26, Eqs. (2.13)-
(2.15)].
Proof. Part (a) is similar to Proposition 2.7(a). Parts (b) and (c) follow from Propo-
sition A.27.
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12 imply, as in Proposition 2.8, that the moduli spaces
ΦJdpγ`, γ´q constitute a “morphism”, in the sense of [26, Def. 2.7], from the Morse-
Bott system for pY`, λ`; J`q to the Morse-Bott system for pY´, λ´; J´q. It then follows
from Theorem 3.1(b)(i) that we have an induced map
ΦpX,λ; Jq : NCH˚pY`, λ`; J`q ÝÑ NCH˚pY´, λ´; J´q.
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To complete the proof of Proposition 3.8, we need to show that this map does not
depend on the choice of generic S1-family of cobordism-compatible complex structures
J restricting to J` and J´. For this purpose, let J0 and J1 be two such S1-families
of cobordism-compatible almost complex structures, and let tJτuτPr0,1s be a generic
homotopy between them. Given Reeb orbits γ˘ for λ˘, let Kpγ`, γ´q denote the set
of pairs pτ, uq where τ P p0, 1q and u : Rˆ S1 Ñ X satisfies the conditions (3.2) with
Jt replaced by J
τ
t . Here, as usual, we mod out by R translation in the domain. And
again, we have evaluation maps
e˘ : Kpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘
defined by
e˘pτ, uq “ lim
sÑ˘8 piY˘pups, 0qq.
Continue to assume that the contact forms λ˘ are nondegenerate. If d is an integer,
let Kdpγ`, γ´q denote the set of pτ, uq P Kpγ`, γ´q with
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚TX, τq “ d´ 2.
We now have the following lemma which is similar to Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12; we
omit the proof.
Lemma 3.13. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.8, suppose that J0, J1, and
tJτu are generic, and let γ˘ be Reeb orbits for λ˘. Then:
(a) The moduli space Kdpγ`, γ´q is a smooth manifold of dimension d with a canon-
ical orientation taking values in e˚`Oγ` b e˚´Oγ´, and the evaluation maps e˘
on it are smooth.
(b) Transversality as in (3.4) holds, with ΦJd0pγ`0 , γ´0 q replaced by Kd0pγ`0 , γ´0 q.
(c) K0pγ`, γ´q is finite.
(d) K1pγ`, γ´q has a compactification to a compact oriented topological one-manifold
K1pγ`, γ´q with oriented boundary
BK1pγ`, γ´q “ ´ ΦJ00 pγ`, γ´q
ğ
ΦJ
1
0 pγ`, γ´qğ ž
γ 1` ‰γ`
d``d“1
p´1qd`MJ`d`pγ`, γ1`q ˆγ 1` Kdpγ1`, γ´q
ğ ž
γ 1´ ‰γ´
d`d´“1
p´1qdKdpγ`, γ1´q ˆγ 1´ MJ´d´pγ1´, γ´q.
(3.6)
(e) We also have analogues of (3.6) with point constraints as in [26, Eqs. (2.35)-
(2.37)].
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Lemma 3.13 implies that the moduli spaces Kdpγ`, γ´q constitute a “homotopy”,
in the sense of [26, Def. 2.15], between the morphisms of Morse-Bott systems induced
by J0 and J1. It then follows from Theorem 3.1(b)(iv) that
ΦpX,λ; J0q “ ΦpX,λ; J1q : NCH˚pY`, λ`; J`q ÝÑ NCH˚pY´, λ´; J´q.
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.8.
3.5 Invariance of NCH
The cobordism maps in Proposition 3.8 have two important properties which we will
need to prove invariance of nonequivariant contact homology.
We first consider scaling the contact form. Let λ be a nondegenerate contact form
on Y with Reeb vector field R. If c ą 0, then cλ is also a nondegenerate contact form
on Y , with Reeb vector field c´1R. Thus there is a canonical bijection between Reeb
orbits of λ and Reeb orbits of cλ; if γ is a Reeb orbit of λ, we denote the corresponding
Reeb orbit of cλ by cγ.
Let J “ tJtu be a generic S1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures
as needed to define the nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, λ; Jq. There is
then a unique S1-family cJ “ tcJtu of cλ-compatible almost complex structures which
agrees with J on the contact distribution ξ “ Kerpλq “ Kerpcλq. The diffeomorphism
φ of R ˆ Y sending pr, yq ÞÑ pcr, yq satisfies dφ ˝ Jt “ cJt ˝ dφ. Thus for each pair
γ`, γ´ of distinct Reeb orbits of γ, we obtain a canonical diffeomorphism of moduli
spaces
MJdpγ`, γ´q »McJpcγ`, cγ´q (3.7)
sending rus ÞÑ rφ˝us. This diffeomorphism preserves the orientations (see Lemma A.24)
and evaluation maps. As a result, we have a canonical isomorphism of chain com-
plexes ´
NCC˚pY, λq, BJ
¯
“
´
NCC˚pY, cλq, BcJ
¯
.
We denote the induced map on homology by
sc : NCH˚pY, λ; Jq »ÝÑ NCH˚pY, cλ; cJq. (3.8)
We also need to consider composition of cobordisms. If pX`, λ`q is an exact
symplectic cobordism from pY1, λ1q to pY2, λ2q, and if pX´, λ´q is an exact symplectic
cobordism from pY2, λ2q to pY3, λ3q, then we can form the composite cobordism
X´ ˝X` “ X´ \Y2 X`,
glued using the neighborhood identifications (3.1). We define a 1-form λ on X´˝X` to
agree with λ˘ on X˘, and this makes pX´˝X`, λq into an exact symplectic cobordism
from pY1, λ1q to pY3, λ3q.
We can now state:
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Proposition 3.14. The cobordism maps in Proposition 3.8 have the following prop-
erties:
(a) (Scaling) Suppose pY, λ0q is nondegenerate and hypertight. Let J be an S1-family
of λ0-compatible almost complex structures as needed to define NCH˚pY, λ0; Jq.
Consider the trivial cobordism
pX,λq “ pra, bs ˆ Y, erλ0q . (3.9)
Then the cobordism map
ΦpX,λ; eaJ, ebJq : NCH˚pY, ebλ0; ebJq ÝÑ NCH˚pY, eaλ0; eaJq
agrees with the scaling isomorphism sea´b in (3.8).
(b) (Composition) Let pYi, λiq be nondegenerate and hypertight, and let Ji be an S1-
family of λi-compatible almost complex structures as needed to define NCH˚pY, λi; Jiq,
for i “ 1, 2, 3. Let pX`, λ`q be an exact symplectic cobordism from pY1, λ1q
to pY2, λ2q, and let pX´, λ´q be an exact symplectic cobordism from pY2, λ2q
to pY3, λ3q. Assume further that every Reeb orbit for λ1 is noncontractible in
X´ ˝X`, and every Reeb orbit for λ2 is noncontractible in X´. Then
ΦpX´ ˝X`, λ; J3, J1q “ ΦpX´, λ´; J3, J2q ˝ ΦpX`, λ`; J2, J1q.
Proposition 3.14 will be proved in §3.6 and §3.7 below. Meanwhile, we now use
Proposition 3.14 to deduce the invariance of nonequivariant contact homology by a
simple formal argument.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let λ1 and λ2 be nondegenerate hypertight contact forms on
Y with Kerpλ1q “ Kerpλ2q. Let J1 and J2 be generic S1-families of almost complex
structures as needed to define the nonequivariant contact homology of λ1 and λ2. We
define a map
φpλ2;J2q,pλ1;J1q : NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q ÝÑ NCH˚pY, λ2; J2q (3.10)
as follows. We know that λ1 “ efλ2 for some smooth function f : Y Ñ R. Pick a
sufficiently large constant c so that c ` f ą 0 on all of Y . We then have an exact
symplectic cobordism pX,λq from pY, ecλ1q to pY, λ2q given by
X “ tpr, yq P Rˆ Y | 0 ď r ď fpyq ` cu,
λ “ erλ2. (3.11)
We define the map (3.10) to be the composition of the scaling isomorphism
sec : NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q »ÝÑ NCH˚pY, ecλ1; ecJ1q
with the cobordism map
ΦpX,λ; J2, ecJ1q : NCH˚pY, ecλ1; ecJ1q ÝÑ NCH˚pY, λ2; J2q.
We now prove that:
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(i) The map (3.10) does not depend on the choice of constant c used to define it.
(ii) When λ1 “ λ2 and J1 “ J2, we have
φpλ;Jq,pλ;Jq “ idNCH˚pY,λ;Jq .
(iii) If λ3 is another nondegenerate hypertight contact form and J3 is a generic
S1-family of λ3-compatible almost complex structures, then
φpλ3;J3q,pλ2;J2q ˝ φpλ2;J2q,pλ1;J1q “ φpλ3;J3q,pλ1;J1q. (3.12)
The above three properties imply that the maps (3.10) canonically identify the nonequiv-
ariant contact homologies for different choices of λ and J with each other.
(i) To prove that the map (3.10) does not depend on the choice of c, suppose that
c1 ą c, and let pX 1, λq denote the cobordism (3.11) defined using c1 instead of c. We
then have a commutative diagram
NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q
s
ec
1ÝÝÝÑ NCH˚pY, ec1λ1; ec
1
J1q ΦpX
1,λ;J2,e
c1 J1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ NCH˚pY, λ2; J2q››› sec´c1§§đ ›››
NCH˚pY, λ1; J1q secÝÝÝÑ NCH˚pY, ecλ1; ecJ1q ΦpX,λ;J2,
ecJ1qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ NCH˚pY, λ2; J2q.
Here the top row is the map (3.10) defined using c1, and the bottom row is the
map (3.10) defined using c. The left square commutes because the composition of
two scaling isomorphisms is, by definition, a scaling isomorphism. Commutativity of
the right square follows from both parts of Proposition 3.14 and the fact that the
cobordism X 1 is the composition of X with the trivial cobordism`tpr, yq P Rˆ Y | fpyq ` c ď r ď fpyq ` c1u, erλ2˘ » `rc, c1s ˆ Y, erpecλ1q˘.
(ii) This follows from the Scaling property in Proposition 3.14.
(iii) Write λ1 “ ef1λ2 and λ2 “ ef2λ3. By arguments as in the proof of part (i), we
can assume without loss of generality that the contact forms have been scaled so that
f1 ą f2 ą 0 everywhere. We can then define all of the maps in (3.12) using c “ 0.
Equation (3.12) now follows from the Composition property in Proposition 3.14.
3.6 Proof of the scaling property
Proof of Proposition 3.14(a). We can identify the completion X of the trivial cobor-
dism (3.9) with RˆY , so that p´8, 0s ˆY is identified with p´8, as ˆY by shifting
the R coordinate by a, and r0,8q ˆ Y is identified with rb,8q ˆ Y by shifting the R
coordinate by b. We now define an S1-family JX “ tJXt utPS1 of cobordism-compatible
almost complex structures on X as follows. Choose a positive function f : R Ñ R
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with fprq “ e´a for r ď a and fprq “ e´b for r ě b. There is then a unique
cobordism-compatible almost complex structure JXt on X such that
JXt pvq “ Jtpvq
for v P ξ “ Kerpλq, and
JXt pBrq “ fprqR.
Now let g : RÑ R be an antiderivative of f . Then the diffeomorphism φ of RˆY
sending pr, yq ÞÑ pgprq, yqq satisfies dφ ˝ JXt “ Jt ˝ dφ. Thus if γ` and γ´ are Reeb
orbits of γ, we obtain a diffeomorphism of moduli spaces
ΦJ
X
´
ebγ`, e
a
γ´
¯
» ĂMJpγ`, γ´q.
If γ` ‰ γ´, then after choosing a smooth slice of the R action on the right hand side,
we obtain a diffeomorphism
ΦJ
X
d
´
ebγ`, e
a
γ´
¯
» RˆMJd´1pγ`, γ´q. (3.13)
And if γ` “ γ´, then we have a canonical diffeomorphism
ΦJ
X
d
´
ebγ, e
a
γ
¯
“
$&% γ, d “ 1,H, d ‰ 1. (3.14)
Moreover, the diffeomorphisms (3.13) and (3.14) are orientation preserving, as shown
in Lemma A.28. These orientation preserving diffeomorphisms imply that in the ter-
minology of [26, Ex. 2.8], the pushforwards under φ of the moduli spaces ΦJ
X
d pebγ`, eaγ´q
constitute the identity morphism on the Morse-Bott system determined by pY, λ; Jq.
It then follows from Theorem 3.1(b)(ii) that ΦpX,λ; JXq agrees with the scaling iso-
morphism sea´b .
3.7 Proof of the composition property
Proof of Proposition 3.14(b). If R ě 0 is a nonnegative real number (here R does not
denote a Reeb vector field), define a “stretched composition”
X´ ˝R X` “ X´ \Y2
`r´R,Rs ˆ Y2˘\Y2 X`.
Define a 1-form λR on X´ ˝R X` by
λR “
$’’&’’%
e´Rλ´ on X´,
erλ2 on r´R,Rs ˆ Y2,
eRλ` on X`.
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This makes pX´ ˝R X`, λRq into an exact symplectic cobordism from pY1, eRλ1q to
pY3, e´Rλ3q.
Generically choose S1-families J˘ “ tJ˘t utPS1 of cobordism-compatible almost
complex structures on X˘ that agree with J2 near Y2. Define an S1-family JR “
tJRt utPS1 of almost complex structures on X´ ˝R X` by
JRt “
$’’&’’%
J´t on pp´8, 0s ˆ Y3q \Y3 X´,
J2,t on r´R,Rs ˆ Y2,
J`t on X` \Y1 pr0,8q ˆ Y1q.
Note that JRt is not quite cobordism-compatible for R ‰ 0, because on p´8, 0s ˆ Y3
and r0,8q ˆ Y1, we have that JRt pBrq is e˘R times what it should be. However this
does not affect our arguments.
If γ` is a Reeb orbit for λ1 and γ´ is a Reeb orbit for γ3, define Kpγ`, γ´q to be
the set of pairs pR, uq where R ą 0 and u : Rˆ S1 Ñ X´ ˝R X` satisfies
Bsu` JRt Btu “ 0,
ups, tq P r0,8q ˆ Y1 for s ąą 0,
ups, tq P p´8, 0s ˆ Y3 for s ăă 0,
limsÑ`8 piY1pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ`,
limsÑ´8 piY3pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of γ´,
modulo R translation in the domain. As usual we have evaluation maps
e˘ : Kpγ`, γ´q ÝÑ γ˘.
If d is an integer, let Kdpγ`, γ´q denote the set of pR, uq P Kpγ`, γ´q with
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚T pX´ ˝R X`q, τq “ d´ 2.
(Here we are continuing to assume that λ˘ are nondegenerate so that this makes
sense.) Similarly to Lemma 3.13, we have:
Lemma 3.15. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.14, suppose that J` and J´
are generic. Given L ą 0, there exists R0 ě 0 such that after a small perturbation of
the family tJRuRě0 supported where R ď R0, the following is true. Let γ` be a Reeb
orbit for λ1 with action less than L, and let γ´ be a Reeb orbit for λ3. Then:
(a) The moduli space Kdpγ`, γ´q is a smooth manifold of dimension d with a canon-
ical orientation taking values in e˚`Oγ` b e˚´Oγ´, and the evaluation maps e˘
on it are smooth.
(b) Transversality as in (3.4) holds, with J` replaced by J1, with J´ replaced by J3,
and with ΦJd0pγ`0 , γ´0 q replaced by Kd0pγ`0 , γ´0 q.
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(c) K0pγ`, γ´q is finite.
(d) If γ0 is a Reeb orbit for λ2, then the fiber product
ΦJ
`
d`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0 ΦJ
´
d´pγ0, γ´q
is cut out transversely. The same also holds for more general such fiber products
in which some moduli spaces MJ1, MJ2, and/or MJ3 are inserted.
(e) K1pγ`, γ´q has a compactification to a compact oriented topological one-manifold
K1pγ`, γ´q with oriented boundary
BK1pγ`, γ´q “ ´ ΦJ00 pγ`, γ´qğž
γ0
ΦJ
`
0 pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0 ΦJ´0 pγ0, γ´qğ ž
γ 1` ‰γ`
d``d“1
p´1qd`MJ1d`pγ`, γ1`q ˆγ 1` Kdpγ1`, γ´q
ğ ž
γ 1´ ‰γ´
d`d´“1
p´1qdKdpγ`, γ1´q ˆγ 1´ MJ3d´pγ1´, γ´q.
(3.15)
(f) We also have analogues of (3.15) with point constraints as in [26, Eqs. (2.35)-
(2.37)].
Part (d) implies that if we restrict to Reeb orbits of λ` with action less than L,
then the morphisms of Morse-Bott systems given by the moduli spaces ΦJ
`
and ΦJ
´
are composable in the sense of [26, Def. 2.10]. The rest of Lemma 3.15 then implies
that, again restricting to Reeb orbits of λ` with action less than L, the moduli spaces
Kd give a homotopy between the composition and the morphism given by the moduli
spaces ΦJ
0
. It then follows by applying Theorem 3.1(b)(iii,iv) and taking the direct
limit as LÑ 8 that the Composition property in Proposition 3.14 holds.
4 S1-equivariant contact homology
Continue to assume that λ is a nondegenerate hypertight contact form on a closed
manifold Y . We now define the S1-equivariant contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq,
where J is a generic S1-equivariant S1ˆES1 family of λ-compatible almost complex
structures, and we prove that the S1-equivariant contact homology depends only on
Y and ξ “ Kerpλq. This construction closely parallels the definition of nonequivariant
contact homology in §2 and §3, with minor modifications which we will explain.
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4.1 S1-equivariant moduli spaces
We regard ES1 “ limNÑ8 S2N`1. Let pi : ES1 Ñ BS1 “ CP8 denote the projection.
Let
J “  Jt,z | t P S1, z P ES1(
be an S1 ˆ ES1 family of λ-compatible almost complex structures on R ˆ Y . We
assume that J is smooth in the sense that its restriction to S1 ˆ S2N`1 is smooth for
each N . We further assume that J is S1-equivariant in the sense that
Jt,z “ Jt`ϕ,ϕ¨z (4.1)
for each t, ϕ P S1 and z P ES1
Define a function rfN : S2N`1 Ñ R by
rfNpz0, . . . , zNq “ Nÿ
i“1
i|zi|2.
The function rfN descends to a Morse function fN : CPN Ñ R with one critical point
of each index 0, 2, . . . , 2N . Let rf : ES1 Ñ R denote the direct limit of the functionsrfN , and let f : BS1 Ñ R denote the direct limit of the functions fN . Let rVN denote
the gradient of rfN with respect to the standard metric on S2N`1, and let rV denote
the direct limit of the vector fields rVN .
Definition 4.1. Let γ` and γ´ be Reeb orbits, and let x` and x´ be critical points
of f . Define xMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq to be the set of pairs pη, uq, where:
• η : RÑ ES1 is a flow line of rV with limsÑ˘8 ηptq P pi´1px˘q.
• u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y satisfies the equation
Bsu` Jt,ηpsqBtu “ 0. (4.2)
• limsÑ˘8 piRpups, ¨qq “ ˘8, and limsÑ˘8 piY pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of the
Reeb orbit γ˘.
Observe that R acts on xMJ by translation of the parameter s in η and u simulta-
neously. Moreover, it follows from (4.1) that S1 acts on xMJ by
pϕ ¨ pη, uqqps, tq “ pϕ ¨ ηpsq, ups, t´ ϕqq. (4.3)
Let ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the quotient of xMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq by this Rˆ
S1 action. Finally, if the pairs px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q are distinct, then R acts freely
on ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq by composing u with translations in the target RˆY , and
we let MJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the quotient by this R action.
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If x P Critpfq and γ is a Reeb orbit, define
px, γq “ `pi´1pxq ˆ γ˘ {S1,
where S1 acts on pi´1pxqˆγ as follows: If γ has period T , and if we identify S1 “ R{Z,
then
ϕ ¨ px, γptqq “ pϕ ¨ x, γpt´ Tϕqq . (4.4)
We then have well-defined evaluation maps
e˘ :MJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq ÝÑ px˘, γ˘q
defined by
e˘pη, uq “
ˆ
lim
sÑ˘8 ηpsq, limsÑ˘8 piY pups, 0qq
˙
. (4.5)
If d is an integer, let MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the set of u in the moduli
space MJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq such that
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚ξ, τq ` indpf, x`q ´ indpf, x´q “ d.
Here indpf, xq denotes the Morse index of f at the critical point x, which is a non-
negative even integer.
Analogously to Proposition 2.2, we have:
Proposition 4.2. If J is generic, then:
(a) If γ`, γ´ are Reeb orbits, x`, x´ are critical points of f , and d is an integer,
then the moduli space MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´q is a smooth manifold of dimension
d, and the evaluation maps e` and e´ on it are smooth.
(b) Each k-fold fiber product
MJd1ppx0, γ0q, px1, γ1qq ˆpx1,γ1qMJd2ppx1, γ1q, px2, γ2qq
ˆpx2,γ2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆpxk´1,γk´1q
MJdkppxk´1, γk´1q, pxk, γkqq
is cut out transversely, and in particular is a smooth manifold of dimensionřk
i“1 di ´ k ` 1.
Assume for the rest of this subsection that J is generic in the above sense. Anal-
ogously to Proposition 2.3, we have the following proposition, which is proved in
§A.6:
Proposition 4.3. For each critical point x of f and each Reeb orbit γ, there is a
canonical local system Opx,γq over px, γq, locally isomorphic to Z, such that:
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(a) The local system Opx,γq is trivial if and only if γ is a good Reeb orbit.
(b) The moduli spaceMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq has a canonical orientation with values
in e˚`Opx`,γ`q b e˚´Opx´,γ´q.
Definition 4.4. Let MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the set of k-tuples pu1, . . . , ukq
such that:
• There exist distinct pairs px`, γ`q “ px0, γ0q, px1, γ1q, . . . , pxk, γkq “ px´, γ´q
such that ui PMJdippxi´1, γi´1q, pxi, γiqq for i “ 1, . . . , k.
• e´puiq “ e`pui`1q for i “ 1, . . . , k ´ 1.
• řki“1 di “ d.
Define the topology and evaluation maps on M
J
dppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq as in Defini-
tion 2.5.
Analogously to Proposition 2.6, we have:
Proposition 4.5. If the pairs px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q are distinct and d is an integer,
then MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is compact.
Define constrained moduli spacesMJdppx`, γ`q, p`, px´, γ´qq for p` P px`, γ`q and
so on as in §2.5. We now have the following analogue of Proposition 2.7:
Proposition 4.6. Let px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q be distinct pairs of a critical point of f
and a Reeb orbit. Let p˘ P px˘, γ˘q. Assume that the pair pp`, p´q is generic so that:
• p` is a regular value of all evaluation maps
e` :MJdppx`, γ`q, px0, γ0qq ÝÑ px`, γ`q
for d ď 2.
• p´ is a regular value of all evaluation maps
e´ :MJdppx0, γ0q, px´, γ´q ÝÑ px´, γ´q
for d ď 2.
• pp`, p´q is a regular value of all products of evaluation maps
e` ˆ e´ :MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq ÝÑ px`, γ`q ˆ px´, γ´q
for d ď 3.
Then:
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(a) MJ0ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is finite.
(b) Analogously to (2.6), MJ1ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is a compact oriented topological
one-manifold with oriented boundary
BMJ1ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “
ž
px0,γ0q‰px`,γ`q,px´,γ´q
d``d´“1
p´1qd`MJd`ppx`, γ`q, px0, γ0qq
ˆpx0,γ0qMJd´ppx0, γ0q, px´, γ´qq.
(c) Likewise, analogues of (2.7) and (2.8) hold with MJ2pγ`, p`, γ´q replaced by
MJ2ppx`, γ`q, p`, px´, γ´qq and so forth.
(d) Likewise, an analogue of (2.9) holds with MJ3pγ`, p`, γ´, p´q replaced by
MJ3ppx`, γ`q, p`, px´, γ´q, p´qq and so forth.
Proof. (a) This is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.7(a).
(b)–(d). This follows from an analogue of Proposition A.25.
4.2 Definition of S1-equivariant contact homology
Continue to assume that J is generic. By analogy with §2.6, define a Morse-Bott
system pX, | ¨ |, S,O,M˚, e˘q as follows.
• X is the set of pairs px, γq where x is a critical point of f on BS1 and γ is a
Reeb orbit.
• If px, γq P X, then |px, γq| is the mod 2 Conley-Zehnder index CZpγq; Spx,γq “
px, γq; and Opx,γq is the local system in Proposition 4.3.
• If px`, γ`q, px´, γ´q P X are distinct and d P t0, 1, 2, 3u, then
Mdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq.
The evaluation maps e˘ on Md are defined by (4.5), and the orientation on Md
is given by Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.7. If J is generic, then the above data constitute a Morse-Bott system.
Proof. This parallels the proof of Proposition 2.8. The one new ingredient is that
in the proof of the Finiteness axiom, we need to know that if MJdppx`, γ`qpx´, γ´qq
is nonempty, then indpf, x`q ě indpf, x´q and Apγ`q ě Apγ´q. The inequality on
Morse indices holds because the vector field rV on ES1 projects to a Morse-Smale
vector field on BS1.
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To prove the action inequality, suppose that pη, uq PMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq. For
s P R, define a map γs : S1 Ñ Rˆ Y by γsptq “ ups, tq. Then
lim
sÑ˘8
ż
S1
γ˚sλ “ Apγ˘q,
so it is enough to show that d
ds
ş
S1
γs˚λ ě 0. We compute that
d
ds
ż
S1
γ˚sλ “
ż
S1
dλpBsu, Btuqdt
“
ż
S1
dλp´Jt,ηpsqBtu, Btuqdt.
The integrand is pointwise nonnegative because the almost complex structure Jt,ηpsq
is λ-compatible.
Definition 4.8. We define the S1-equivariant contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq to be
the cascade homology H ˚ (defined in [26]) of the above Morse-Bott system.
Concretely, CHS
1
˚ pY, λ; Jq is the homology of a chain complex pCCS1˚ pY, λq, BS1,Jq
over Z. The module CCS1˚ pY, λq has a “check” and a “hat” generator for each pair
px, γq where x is a critical point of f and γ is a Reeb orbit. For convenience, we
denote these generators by qγ b Uk and pγ b Uk respectively, where 2k is the Morse
index of x. Equivalently we can write
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq “ NCC˚pY, λq b ZrU s.
The mod 2 gradings of the generators are given by
|qγ b Uk| “ CZpγq,
|pγ b Uk| “ CZpγq ` 1.
The differential BS1,J is defined by counting cascades just as in §3.2 and 3.3, except
that now the cascades are defined using the moduli spaces MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq
instead of the moduli spaces MJdpγ`, γ´q. Here one needs to choose a base point
ppx,γq P px, γq for each pair px, γq to define the cascades. One also needs to choose a
generator of Opx,γqpppx,γqq for each pair px, γq to fix the signs in the differential.
We now proceed to show that CHS
1
˚ is an invariant of the contact structure. (For
the computation of CHS
1
˚ in the main example of interest, see Proposition 5.7 below.)
4.3 Cobordism maps
Proposition 4.9. Let pX,λq be an exact symplectic cobordism from pY`, λ`q to
pY´, λ´q, where the contact forms λ˘ are nondegenerate and hypertight. Assume
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further that every Reeb orbit for λ` is noncontractible in X. Let J˘ be S1 ˆ ES1-
families of almost complex structures as needed to define the S1-equivariant contact
homology of pY˘, λ˘q. Then pX,λq induces a well-defined map
ΦpX,λ; J´, J`q : CHS1˚ pY`, λ`; J`q ÝÑ CHS1˚ pY´, λ´; J´q.
Proof. This parallels the proof of Proposition 3.8.
Let J be an S1 ˆES1-family of cobordism-compatible almost complex structures
on X such that Jt,z agrees with J`,t,z on r0,8q ˆ Y and Jt,z agrees with J´,t,z on
p´8, 0s ˆ Y´. Assume that J is S1-equivariant as in (4.1).
If x˘ are critical points of f on BS1 and if γ˘ are Reeb orbits for λ˘, letpΦJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the set of pairs pη, uq such that:
• η : RÑ ES1 is a flow line of rV with limsÑ˘8 ηptq P pi´1px˘q.
• u : Rˆ S1 Ñ X satisfies the equation
Bsu` Jt,ηpsqBtu “ 0.
• ups, tq P r0,8q ˆ Y` for s ąą 0 and ups, tq P p´8, 0s ˆ Y´ for s ăă 0.
• limsÑ˘8 piRpups, ¨qq “ ˘8.
• limsÑ˘8 piY˘pups, ¨qq is a parametrization of the Reeb orbit γ˘.
Observe that R acts on pΦJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq by translating the s coordinate in the
domain of both η and u; and S1 acts on pΦJ by (4.3). Let ΦJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote
the quotient by Rˆ S1. We have well-defined evaluation maps
e˘ : ΦJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq ÝÑ px˘, γ˘q
defined by (4.5). If d is an integer, let ΦJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the set of u P
ΦJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq such that
CZτ pγ`q ´ CZτ pγ´q ` 2c1pu˚TX, τq ` indpf, x`q ´ indpf, x´q “ d´ 1.
Similarly to Lemmas 3.10 and 3.12, the moduli spaces ΦJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq con-
stitute a morphism, in the sense of [26, Def. 2.7], from the Morse-Bott system for
pY`, λ`; J`q to the Morse-Bott system for pY´, λ´; J´q. It then follows from Theo-
rem 3.1(b)(i) that we have an induced map
ΦpX,λ; Jq : CH˚pY`, λ`; J`q ÝÑ CHS1˚ pY´, λ´; J´q.
Similarly to Lemma 3.13, this map does not depend on the choice of S1-equivariant
S1 ˆ ES1-family of almost complex structures J extending J` and J´, so we can
denote it by ΦpX,λ; J`, J´q.
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4.4 Invariance of S1-equivariant contact homology
If J is an S1-equivariant S1 ˆES1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures
on Y , and if c ą 0, then there is a unique S1-equivariant S1 ˆ ES1-family of cλ-
compatible almost complex structures cJ which agrees with J on ξ. As in §3.5, we
have canonical diffeomorphisms of moduli spaces
MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq »McJppx`,c γ`q, px´,c γ´qq
which preserve the orientations and evaluation maps. As a result, we have a canonical
isomorphism of chain complexes´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
“
´
CCS
1
˚ pY, cλq, BS1,cJ
¯
.
We denote the induced map on homology by
sc : CH
S1
˚ pY, λ; Jq »ÝÑ CHS1˚ pY, cλ; cJq. (4.6)
Proposition 4.10. The cobordism maps in Proposition 4.9 have the following prop-
erties:
(a) (Scaling) Suppose pY, λ0q is nondegenerate and hypertight. Let J be an S1-
equivariant S1ˆES1-family of λ0-compatible almost complex structures as needed
to define CHS
1
˚ pY, λ0; Jq. Then for the trivial cobordism (3.9), the cobordism
map
ΦpX,λ; eaJ, ebJq : NCH˚pY, ebλ0; ebJq ÝÑ NCH˚pY, eaλ0; eaJq
agrees with the scaling isomorphism sea´b in (4.6).
(b) (Composition) Let pYi, λiq be nondegenerate and hypertight, and let Ji be an
S1-equivariant S1 ˆ ES1-family of λi-compatible almost complex structures as
needed to define CHS
1
˚ pY, λi; Jiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3. Let pX`, λ`q be an exact sym-
plectic cobordism from pY1, λ1q to pY2, λ2q, and let pX´, λ´q be an exact symplec-
tic cobordism from pY2, λ2q to pY3, λ3q. Assume further that every Reeb orbit for
λ1 is noncontractible in X´ ˝X`, and every Reeb orbit for λ2 is noncontractible
in X´. Then
ΦpX´ ˝X`, λ; J3, J1q “ ΦpX´, λ´; J3, J2q ˝ ΦpX`, λ`; J2, J1q.
Proof. This follows the proof of Proposition 3.14, modified as in the proof of Propo-
sition 4.9.
We can now deduce that S1-equivariant contact homology depends only on Y and
ξ.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. This follows from Proposition 4.10 in the same way that The-
orem 1.4 is deduced from Proposition 3.14 in §3.5.
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5 Computations in the autonomous case
Continue to assume that λ is a nondegenerate hypertight contact form on a closed
manifold Y . In this section we study the nonequivariant and S1-equivariant contact
homology in the special case when the S1-family of almost complex structures J or the
S1ˆES1-family of almost complex structures J is constant, given by a single almost
complex structure J on R ˆ Y . Here we need to assume that J satisfies suitable
transversality conditions, namely that J is “admissible” in the sense of Definition 5.1
below, which also implies that cylindrical contact homology is defined. We use these
calculations to prove Theorem 1.9, asserting that if J is admissible, then cylindrical
contact homology is canonically isomorphic to S1-equivariant contact homology tensor
Q. Finally, we show that admissibility holds for generic J when dimpY q “ 3.
5.1 Nonequivariant contact homology in the autonomous case
Let J be a λ-compatible almost complex structure on RˆY . We now study nonequiv-
ariant contact homology for the constant S1-family of almost complex structures J “
tJtutPS1 where Jt ” J . Note that in this case, if α and β are distinct Reeb orbits and
d is an integer, then S1 acts onMJdpα, βq by precomposing maps u : RˆS1 Ñ RˆY
with rotations of the S1 factor, and we have9
MJd pα, βq “MJdpα, βq{S1. (5.1)
Definition 5.1. Let J be a λ-compatible almost complex structure on R ˆ Y . Let
J be the constant S1-family tJtutPS1 where Jt ” J . Let P be a choice of base point
pα P α for each Reeb orbit α. We say that the pair pJ,Pq is admissible if the following
hold for every pair of distinct Reeb orbits α, β:
(a) If d ď 0, then MJdpα, βq “ H.
(b) MJ1pα, βq is cut out transversely.
(c) MJ1pα, pα, β, pβq “ H.
(d) MJ2pα, pα, β, pβq is cut out transversely10.
(e) If γ is a Reeb orbit distinct from α and β, then
MJ1pα, pα, γq ˆγMJ1pγ, β, pβq “ H.
We say that J is admissible if there exists P such that pJ,Pq is admissible.
9See sections §1.1 and §2.2 for the notation in equation (5.1).
10By this we mean that for each u P MJ2pα, pα, β, pβq, the moduli space MJ2pα, βq is cut out
transversely in a neighborhood of u, and ppα, pβq is a regular value of e`ˆ e´ on this neighborhood.
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Recall that NCC˚pY, λq denotes the free Z-module with two generators qγ and pγ for
each Reeb orbit γ. We will see in a moment that an admissible pair pJ,Pq, together
with appropriate orientation choices, determines a well-defined cascade differential11
on NCC˚pY, λq, which we denote by BJ . With respect to the decomposition into
check and hat generators, we can write BJ in block matrix form as
BJ “
¨˝ qB B`
B´ pB ‚˛ (5.2)
where each entry in the block matrix sends the free Z-module generated by the set
of Reeb orbits to itself; xBJqα, pβy “ xB´α, βy, and so forth.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose the pair pJ,Pq is admissible. Fix a generator of Oγppγq
for each Reeb orbit γ. Then:
(a) For the constant family J “ tJu, the moduli spaces MJdpα, βq, with or without
point constraints at pα and pβ, determine a well-defined cascade differential
BJ on NCC˚pY, λq that counts elements of cascade moduli spaces M0 as in
Definition 3.5.
(b)
´
BJ
¯2 “ 0.
(c) The homology of the chain complex
´
NCC˚pY, λq, BJ
¯
is canonically isomorphic
to the nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, ξq.
(d) In the block matrix (5.2), we have:
(i)
B`α “
$&% 0, if α is good,´2α, if α is bad. (5.3)
(ii) If α and β are distinct Reeb orbits with β good, then12
AqBα, βE “
$&% xδκα, βy, α good,0, α bad. (5.4)
11The precise meaning of this statement is that if α is a Reeb orbit and if rα denotes qα or pα, then
there are only finitely many cascades that contribute to the cascade differential of rα as defined in
§3.3 using J “ tJu and P, and each of these cascades is cut out transversely.
12See §1.2 for the notation δ and κ.
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(iii) If α and β are distinct Reeb orbits with α good, then
ApBα, βE “
$&% x´κδα, βy, β good,0, β bad. (5.5)
Proof. (a) Note that we cannot apply Proposition 3.4(a) directly, because we do not
know that the constant S1-family J “ tJu is sufficiently generic for this proposition
to be applicable. Instead we argue more directly.
By part (a) of Definition 5.1, if pu1, . . . , ukq is a cascade, then each ui is in a
moduli space MJd with d ě 1. It follows that the cascade moduli spaces M0
´rα, rβ¯
for α ‰ β are described simply as follows:
M0
´pα, qβ¯ “H,
M0
´qα, qβ¯ “MJ1 pα, pα, βq , (5.6)
M0
´pα, pβ¯ “MJ1 pα, β, pβq , (5.7)
M0
´qα, pβ¯ “MJ2 pα, pα, β, pβq (5.8)ğ ž
γ‰α,β
MJ1 pα, pα, γq 	
γ
MJ1 pγ, β, pβq . (5.9)
The notation in the last line indicates the set of pairs
pu1, u2q PMJ1pα, pα, γq ˆMJ1pγ, β, pβq
such that the points pγ, e´pu1q, and e`pu2q are distinct and positively cyclically
ordered with respect to the orientation of γ.
We claim next that all of the cascade moduli spacesM0 are cut out transversely.
To see this, recall thatMJ1pα, βq is cut out transversely by part (b) of Definition 5.1.
ThenMJ1pα, pα, βq andMJ1pα, β, pβq are also cut out transversely, because the evalu-
ation maps e˘ onMJ1pα, βq are submersions as in (5.1). It follows from this and part
(d) of Definition 5.1 that the remaining cascade moduli space M0
´qα, pβ¯ is cut out
transversely.
To complete the proof of assertion (a), we need to show that each cascade moduli
space M0 is finite.
To show that the cascade moduli spaces (5.6) and (5.7) are finite, we first note
that by Proposition 2.6 and part (a) of Definition 5.1, the moduli spaces MJ1pα, βq
are compact. Finiteness of (5.6) and (5.7) then follows from the above transversality.
This finiteness also implies finiteness of the second term on the right hand side of
(5.8).
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Finiteness of the first term on the right hand side of (5.8) follows similarly, with
the help of part (e) of Definition 5.1.
(b) As in part (a), we cannot apply Proposition 3.4(b) directly. However we can
perturb the constant S1-family J “ tJu to a nonconstant S1-family J1 which is generic
so that Proposition 3.4(b) applies to show that
´
BJ1
¯2 “ 0. To deduce ´BJ¯2 “ 0
from this, it is enough to show that for every real number L, if the perturbation is
sufficiently small with respect to L, then BJ1 agrees with BJ when applied to generatorsqα or pα for which the Reeb orbit α has action Apαq ă L.
To prove the above claim, suppose to get a contradiction that there exist a real
number L, and a sequence of generic S1-families tJkuk“1,¨¨¨ converging to the constant
S1-family J “ tJu, such that for each k, the cascade differential BJk disagrees with
BJ on some generator rα (equal to qα or pα) with Apαq ă L. Since there are only
finitely many Reeb orbits with action less than L, by passing to a subsequence we
may assume that there are fixed generators rα and rβ with Apαq,Apβq ă L such thatA
BJk rα, rβE ‰ ABJrα, rβE (5.10)
for all k. Since each cascade in M0
´rα, rβ¯ for J “ tJu is cut out transversely, the
implicit function theorem gives an injective, orientation-preserving map from the set
of such cascades for J “ tJu to the set of such cascades for Jk when k is sufficiently
large.
We claim that this map is also surjective for k sufficiently large, which will then
give a contradiction to (5.10). To prove this surjectivity, suppose to get a contradiction
that after passing to a subsequence, for each k there is a cascade which is counted
by the left side of (5.10) but which does not correspond under the above map to a
cascade counted by the right hand side of (5.10). We claim that we can pass to a
subsequence so that these cascades for each k converge to a cascade counted by the
right hand side of (5.10), which will give the desired contradiction.
We will just explain the trickiest case of this, which is when rα “ qα and rβ “ pβ.
Then the cascade counted by the left side of (5.10) for k has the form puk1, . . . , ukmkq,
where there are distinct Reeb orbits α “ γk,0, γk,1, . . . , γk,mk “ β, and integers dk,i for
i “ 1, . . . ,mk with řmki“1 dk,i “ 2, such that uki PMJkdk,ipγk,i´1, γk,iq for i “ 1, . . . ,mk.
By passing to a subsequence we may assume that mk “ m does not depend on k, and
the Reeb orbit γk,i “ γi and the integer dk,i “ di do not depend on k either.
As in Proposition 2.6, we may pass to a further subsequence such that for each
i “ 1, . . . ,m, the sequence tuki uk“1,... converges to an element of MJdipγi´1, γiq. Sinceřm
i“1 di “ 2, by part (a) of Definition 5.1, we must have either m “ 1 and d1 “ 2, or
m “ 2 and d1 “ d2 “ 1.
If m “ 1 and d1 “ 2, then by parts (a) and (e) of Definition 5.1, the limit of the
sequence tuk1uk“1,... is an element of MJ2pα, pα, β, pβq, and thus a cascade in the first
term on the right hand side of (5.8).
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If m “ 2 and d1 “ d2 “ 1, then the sequence tuk1uk“1,... converges to an element
u81 PMJ1pα, γq, and the sequence tuk2uk“1,... converges to an element u82 PMJ1pγ, βq,
where we are writing γ “ γ1. By parts (c) and (e) of Definition 5.1, the three points
pγ, e´pu81 q, and e`pu82 q in γ are distinct. Since the three points pγ, e´puk1q, and
e`puk2q are positively cyclically ordered for each k, it follows that the three points pγ,
e´pu81 q, and e`pu82 q are also positively cyclically ordered. Thus the pair pu81 , u82 q is
a cascade in the second term on the right hand side of (5.8).
(c) As shown in the proof of part (b), for any real number L we can choose a
generic S1-family J1 close to J “ tJu such that BJ1 “ BJ on all generators rα with
Apαq ă L. It follows that
NCHL˚ pY, λq “ H˚
´
NCCL˚ pY, λq, BJ
¯
. (5.11)
Here NCCL˚ pY, λq denotes the free Z-module generated by qγ and pγ for Reeb orbits
γ with action Apγq ă L. On the left hand side, NCHL˚ pY, λq denotes the “filtered
nonequivariant contact homology”, which is the homology of
´
NCCL˚ pY, λq, BJ
1
¯
for
any generic J1. The proof of Theorem 1.4 shows that this depends only on pY, λq; see
[29, Thm. 1.3] for a similar argument. Taking the direct limit over L in (5.11) proves
(c).
(d) (i) We have seen that M0 ppα, qβq “ H when α ‰ β, so equation (5.3) follows
from Definition 3.2.
(ii) Let α and β be distinct Reeb orbits, and assume that β is good. Recall from
the proof of part (a) that
M0
´qα, qβ¯ “MJ1pα, pα, βq. (5.12)
The coefficient AqBα, βE “ ABJqα, qβE
that we need to understand is a signed count of points in the moduli space (5.12).
To review how the signs work, recall from §3.3 that we are fixing generators
of Oαppαq and Oβppβq. Since β is good, the local system Oβ is trivial by Proposi-
tion 2.3(a), and our choice of generator of Oβppβq trivializes it. By Proposition 2.3(b),
the moduli space MJ1pα, βq has a canonical orientation with values in e˚`Oα b e˚´Oβ.
Using the above trivialization of Oβ, we obtain an orientation of MJ1pα, βq with val-
ues in e˚`Oα. Using the chosen generator of Oαppαq, each point in the right hand
side of (5.12) then has a sign associated to it by the convention in [26, Convention
2.2]. This convention says here that the sign is positive if and only if the deriva-
tive of e` : MJ1pα, βq Ñ α is orientation preserving with respect to the orientation
of α determined by the Reeb vector field. By the sign convention in [26, §3.2], the
corresponding point on the left hand side of (5.12) is counted with the same sign.
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By (5.1), the moduli space MJ1pα, βq consists of a circle for each u PMJ1 pα, βq.
Fix such a u and let Mu denote the corresponding circle. The map e` : Mu Ñ α is
a submersion of degree dpαq{dpuq (see §1.2 for this notation). Thus the subset of the
moduli space (5.12) coming from Mu consists of dpαq{dpuq points.
If α is bad, then the local system Oα is nontrivial, which means that when one
travels dpuq{dpαq rotations around the circle Mu, the orientation of Mu with values
in e˚`Oα, because it is continuous, must switch sign. Thus consecutive points in the
subset of (5.12) coming from Mu have opposite signs. It follows that the signed count
of these points is zero. Since the same is true for every u PMJ1 pα, βq, we conclude
that
A
BJqα, qβE “ 0.
If α is good, then the local system Oα is trivial, so all of the points in (5.12) coming
from Mu count with the same sign. Moreover, by the convention in Definition A.23,
this sign agrees with the sign puq in (1.8). We conclude thatA
BJqα, qβE “ ÿ
uPMJ1 pα,βq
puqdpαq
dpuq “ xδκα, βy.
(iii) This is proved by a symmetric argument to (ii). Note that there is an extra
minus sign in [26, Convention 2.2] in this case, which is why there is a minus sign in
(5.5) which is not present in (5.4).
Corollary 5.3. If the pair pJ,Pq is admissible, and if BEGH denotes the cylindrical
contact homology differential determined by J as in §1.2, then pBEGHq2 “ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2(a), we can use the pair pJ,Pq to define a cascade differential
BJ . By Proposition 5.2(d), the part of BJ going from good Reeb orbits to good Reeb
orbits, again written as a block matrix with respect to check and hat generators, has
the form ´
BJ
¯good
good
“
¨˝
δκ 0
h ´κδ
‚˛.
Here the biohazard symbol h indicates an unknown matrix. Likewise, the parts of
BJ going from bad to good orbits and from good to bad orbits have the form
´
BJ
¯bad
good
“
¨˝
0 0
h h
‚˛, ´BJ¯goodbad “
¨˝
h 0
h 0
‚˛.
It follows that the part of
´
BJ
¯2
going from good to good orbits has the form
ˆ´
BJ
¯2˙good
good
“
¨˝
pδκq2 0
h pκδq2
‚˛.
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It then follows from Proposition 5.2(b) that pδκq2 “ 0. Since BEGH “ δκ (after
tensoring with Q), the result follows.
Remark 5.4. The above calculations show that if pJ,Pq is admissible, then the
part of qB mapping between good Reeb orbits is a differential, which after tensoring
with Q agrees with BEGH. By contrast, if J is a generic S1-family of λ-compatible
almost complex structures, if P is a generic choice of base points, and if we write the
associated cascade differential in check-hat block form as
BJ “
¨˝ qB B`
B´ pB ‚˛,
then qB does not always give a differential. We know from ´BJ¯2 “ 0 that´qB¯2 ` B`B´ “ 0,
but in this case B`B´ can be nonzero, even between good Reeb orbits.
5.2 S1-equivariant contact homology in the autonomous case
Let J be a λ-compatible almost complex structure on RˆY , let P be a choice of base
points, and assume that the pair pJ,Pq is admissible. Use these to define a differential
BJ on NCC˚pY, λq by Proposition 5.2(a).
Definition 5.5. Define a “BV operator”
B1 : NCC˚pY, λq ÝÑ NCC˚pY, λq
by equation (1.13). Define a differential BS1,J on
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq “ NCC˚pY, λq b ZrU s
by
BS1,J “ BJ b 1` B1 b U´1. (5.13)
Here U´1 denotes the operator sending Uk ÞÑ Uk´1 when k ą 0 and sending 1 ÞÑ 0.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that the pair pJ,Pq is admissible. Then
´
BS1,J
¯2 “ 0.
Proof. This can be shown indirectly using the proof of Proposition 5.7 below, similarly
to the proof of Proposition 5.2(b), but we will give a direct proof here for clarity.
By (5.13), we have´
BS1,J
¯2 “ ´BJ¯2 b 1` ´BJB1 ` B1BJ¯b U´1 ` pB1q2 b U´2.
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We know from Proposition 5.2 that
´
BJ
¯2 “ 0, and it follows immediately from (1.13)
that pB1q2 “ 0. So we just need to check that
BJB1 ` B1BJ “ 0.
As a block matrix with respect to check and hat generators, we have
B1 “
¨˝
0 0
κ 0
‚˛,
where we define κ of a bad Reeb orbit to be zero. By (5.2), we then have
BJB1 ` B1BJ “
¨˝
B`κ 0
κqB ` pBκ κB`‚˛.
It follows from (5.3) that B`κ “ κB` “ 0. It follows from (5.4) that κqB “ κδκ, and it
follows from (5.5) that pBκ “ ´κδκ. Hence the above matrix is 0.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that the pair pJ,Pq is admissible. Then the homology of
the chain complex
´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
is canonically isomorphic to the equivariant
contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq.
Proof. We proceed in five steps.
Step 1. Let J be the constant S1 ˆ ES1-family of λ-compatible almost complex
structures on Rˆ Y given by Jt,z ” J . The family J is automatically S1-equivariant
as in (4.1) since Jt,z does not depend on t P S1 or z P ES1. Given distinct pairs
px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q, we now describe the moduli space MJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq.
Let J denote the constant S1-family tJu as before. It follows from Definition 4.1
that xMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is the set of pairs pη, uq where η is a parametrized flow
line of rV from a lift of x´ to a lift of x`, and u P ĂMJpγ`, γ´q; here the latter space
is defined like ĂMJpγ`, γ´q but without modding out by R translation in the domain,
cf. §A.2. We can write this as
xMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “ ĂMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq ˆ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q, (5.14)
where ĂMMorse denotes the set of parametrized flow lines of rV as above. In particular,
if i˘ denotes the Morse index of x˘, then
xMJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “ ĂMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq ˆ ĂMJd´i``i´pγ`, γ´q. (5.15)
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Taking the quotient of (5.15) by R ˆ S1 acting on the domain, we obtain a fiber
bundle ĂMJd´i``i´pγ`, γ´q ÝÝÝÑ ĂMJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq§§đĂMMorsepx`, x´q.
(5.16)
Here ĂMMorsepx`, x´q denotes the moduli space of parametrized flow lines of V from
x´ to x`.
An important special case of (5.16) is when x` “ x´ “ x, so that the base of
(5.16) is a single point. In this case, after choosing a lift rx P ES1 of x, the constant
flow line from rx to itself determines a diffeomorphismĂMJdppx, γ`q, px, γ´qq » ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q.
We can further mod out by the R action in the target to obtain a diffeomorphism
MJdppx, γ`q, px, γ´qq »MJdpγ`, γ´q. (5.17)
This last diffeomorphism is orientation preserving, by Lemma A.29.
Another important special case of (5.16) is when γ` “ γ´ “ γ. In this case,
modding out by the R action on ĂMJ by translation of the target is equivalent to
modding out by the reparametrization action on ĂMMorsepx`, x´q, so we can replace
the bundle (5.16) by ĂMJd´i``i´pγ, γq ÝÝÝÑ MJdppx`, γq, px´, γqq§§đ
MMorsepx`, x´q.
(5.18)
Here MMorsepx`, x´q denotes the space of flow lines of V from x´ to x` modulo
reparametrization. The fiber
ĂMJd´i``i´pγ, γq »
$&% S1, d “ i` ´ i´,H, otherwise. (5.19)
When d “ i` ´ i´, the S1 above is just the set of parametrizations of γ.
Step 2. For each critical point x of f on BS1, fix a lift rx P ES1. For each pair
px, γq where x is a critical point of f and γ is a Reeb orbit, fix the base point
ppx,γq “ rprx, pγqs P px, γq.
Let P denote the set of these choices.
We claim that the pair pJ,Pq satisfies an analogue of the admissibility in Defini-
tion 5.1. That is, for all distinct pairs px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q, we have:
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(a) If d ď 0, then MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “ H.
(b) MJ1ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is cut out transversely.
(c) MJ1
`px`, γ`q, ppx`,γ`q, px´, γ´q, ppx´,γ´q˘ “ H.
(d) MJ2
`px`, γ`q, ppx`,γ`q, px´, γ´q, ppx´,γ´q˘ is cut out transversely.
(e) If px0, γ0q is distinct from px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q, then
MJ1
`px`, γ`q, ppx`,γ`q, px0, γ0q˘ˆpx0,γ0qMJ1 `px0, γ0q, px´, γ´q, ppx´,γ´q˘ “ H.
To prove (a), observe by (5.16) that if MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is nonempty, then
MJd1pγ`, γ´q is nonempty for some d1 ď d. Since pJ,Pq is admissible, we have d1 ě 0,
so d ě 0.
Next, observe that by (5.16) and (5.17), we have
MJ1ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq »
$&% MJ1pγ`, γ´q, if x` “ x´,H, if x` ‰ x´. (5.20)
Given (5.20), assertions (b), (c), and (e) follow from the hypothesis that the pair
pJ,Pq is admissible.
To prove assertion (d), if x` “ x´ then we are done by (5.17) and the admissibility
of pJ,Pq. If x` ‰ x´, then by (5.16), the moduli space MJ2ppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is
empty unless indpx`q ´ indpx´q “ 2 and γ` “ γ´. In this last case, assertion (d)
follows from (5.22) below.
Step 3. We now show that if indpx`q´ indpx´q “ 2 and γ is any Reeb orbit, then
e` ˆ e´ :MJ2ppx`, γq, px´, γqq ÝÑ px`, γq ˆ px´, γq (5.21)
is a covering space of degree dpγq.
We can identify px˘, γq with γ by sending the equivalence class of prx˘, yq to y.
If η is a flow line of rV from pi´1px´q to pi´1px`q, define
e˘pηq “ lim
sÑ˘8 ηpsq P pi
´1px˘q.
If η PMMorsepx`, x´q, then since the vector field V is S1-invariant, there is a unique
η PMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq lifting η with e´pηq “ rx´. We can then identify
MJ2ppx`, γq, px´, γqq »MMorsepx`, x´q ˆ ĂMJ0pγ, γq (5.22)
by sending pη, uq on the right hand side to the equivalence class of the pair pη, uq on
the left hand side.
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Now define a map
∆ :MMorsepx`, x´q ÝÑ S1 (5.23)
by
∆pηq “ e`pηq ´ rx`.
It then follows from (4.3) that under the identification (5.22), the map (5.21) is given
by
pe` ˆ e´qpη, uq “ pe`puq ` dpγq∆pηq, e´puqq P γ ˆ γ. (5.24)
Now observe that the map (5.23) is a diffeomorphism. This follows by an explicit
calculation using the Morse function f , and is related to the fact that the Hopf
fibration has Euler class 1. Moreover, because of the sign conventions for the S1
action in (4.3), this diffeomorphism is orientation preserving.
In addition, we know from (5.19) that the map
e˘ : ĂMJ0pγ, γq ÝÑ γ (5.25)
is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, this diffeomorphism is orientation preserving, by the
argument in the proof of Lemma A.28.
Under the identifications (5.23) and (5.25), we can rewrite (5.24) as
e` ˆ e´ : S1 ˆ γ ÝÑ γ ˆ γ,
pt, yq ÞÝÑ pdpγqt` y, yq. (5.26)
This is an orientation preserving covering of degree dpγq.
Step 4. As in Proposition 5.2(a), the moduli spaces MJdppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq, with
or without point constraints at ppx`,γ`q and ppx´,γ´q, determine a well-defined cascade
differential BJ on NCC˚pY, λq b ZrU s. We now show that
BJ “ BS1,J .
More precisely, let px`, γ`q and px´, γ´q be distinct. Write indpx˘q “ 2k˘. We need
to show thatA
BJ
`rγ` b Uk`˘ , rγ´ b Uk´E “ ABS1,J `rγ` b Uk`˘ , rγ´ b Uk´E . (5.27)
Here rγ` denotes qγ` or pγ`, and rγ´ denotes qγ´ or pγ´. The left hand side of (5.27)
counts cascades from px`, γ`q to px´, γ´q, and the right hand side of (5.27) is defined
by equation (5.13).
If x` “ x´, then equation (5.27) follows from the orientation preserving diffeo-
morphism (5.17). If x` ‰ x´, then by (5.13) and (5.16), both sides of (5.27) are zero
except when indpx`q´ indpx´q “ 2 and there is a Reeb orbit γ such that rγ` “ qγ and
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rγ´ “ pγ. So by (1.13), to complete the proof of (5.27), we need to check that if k ě 1
and γ is any Reeb orbit, then
A
BJ
`qγ b Uk˘ , pγ b Uk´1E “
$&% dpγq, γ good,0, γ bad. (5.28)
By Step 3, the left hand side of (5.28) is a signed count of dpγq points. If γ is a
bad orbit, then if we rotate t in (5.26), these signs alternate as in the proof of (5.3),
so the signed count is zero.
If γ is a good orbit, then the signs are all the same. Moreover these signs are
all positive, because the diffeomorphism (5.22) is orientation preserving13. This last
statement follows from the fact that the diffeomorphism (5.25) is orientation pre-
serving, together with the exact sequence (A.39) used to orient the left hand side of
(5.22).
Step 5. We now conclude the proof, similarly to Proposition 5.2(c).
As in the proof of Proposition 5.2(b), for any real number L and any integer K,
we can choose a generic S1-equivariant S1ˆES1-family of almost complex structures
J1 which is close on S1 ˆ S2K`1 to J “ tJu, such that BJ1 “ BJ,S1 on all generatorsrα b Uk with Apαq ă L and k ď K. It follows that
CHS
1,L,K
˚ pY, λq “ H˚
´
NCCL˚ pY, λq b ZrU s{UK`1, BS1,J
¯
. (5.29)
Here CHS
1,L,K˚ pY, λq denotes the homology of
´
NCCL˚ pY, λq b ZrU s{UK`1, BJ1
¯
for
generic J1; the proof of Theorem 1.6 shows that this depends only on pY, λq. Taking
the direct limit over L and K in (5.29) completes the proof of the proposition.
5.3 Comparison with cylindrical contact homology
We now prove Theorem 1.9, asserting that equivariant contact homology tensor Q
agrees with cylindrical contact homology, when the latter is defined.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Assume that the pair pJ,Pq is admissible. The pair pJ,Pq
determines operators BJ and BJ,S1 as in §5.1 and §5.2. By Proposition 5.7, we have a
canonical isomorphism
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq “ H˚
´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
.
So to complete the proof of Theorem 1.9, we need to show that there is a canonical
isomorphism
H˚
´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
bQ “ CHEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq.
13Note that this statement only makes sense when γ is good, because the local system in which
the orientation of the left hand side of (5.22) takes values is trivial if and only if γ is good.
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We proceed in three steps.
Step 1. Recall that CCS
1
˚ pY, λq is the free Z-module generated by symbols qαbUk
and pα b Uk where α is a Reeb orbit and k is a nonnegative integer. Let C 1˚ denote
the submodule generated by all of the above generators except generators of the formqβb1 where β is a good Reeb orbit. We claim that C 1˚ is a subcomplex of CCS1˚ pY, λq.
To prove this, let β be a good Reeb orbit. We need to show that qβ b 1 does not
appear in BS1,J of any generator that does not have the form qαb 1 where α is a good
Reeb orbit. That is, we need to show the following:
(i) If α is a bad Reeb orbit thenA
BS1,J pqα b 1q , qβ b 1E “ 0.
(ii) If α is any Reeb orbit and k is a positive integer thenA
BS1,J `qα b Uk˘ , qβ b 1E “ 0.
(iii) If α is any Reeb orbit and k is a nonnegative integer thenA
BS1,J `pα b Uk˘ , qβ b 1E “ 0.
Assertion (i) follows from equation (5.4). Assertion (ii) follows from the definition
of BS1,J . Assertion (iii) follows from the definition of BS1,J when k ą 0, and from
equation (5.3) when k “ 0.
Step 2. We now show that the homology of the subcomplex C 1˚ vanishes after
tensoring with Q, that is
H˚
´
C 1 bQ, BS1,J b 1
¯
“ 0.
To see this, note that BS1,J does not increase symplectic action, where the “sym-
plectic action” of a generator rαbUk is understood to be the symplectic action of the
Reeb orbit α. Let BS1,J0 denote the part of BS1,J that fixes symplectic action. By a
spectral sequence argument, it is enough to show that
H˚
´
C 1˚ bQ, BS
1,J
0 b 1
¯
“ 0.
The chain complex
´
C 1˚ , BS1,J0
¯
splits into a direct sum over subcomplexes indexed
by the set of Reeb orbits. For a Reeb orbit α, the corresponding subcomplex is the
span of the generators qα b Uk for k ą 0 (and also k “ 0 if α is bad) and pα b Uk
for k ě 0. We need to show that the homology of this subcomplex vanishes after
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tensoring with Q. When α is good, the subcomplex is the sum over nonnegative
integers k of two-term complexes
qα b Uk`1 dpαqÝÑ pα b Uk.
Thus the homology of the subcomplex is an infinite direct sum of copies of Z{dpαqZ,
which vanishes after tensoring with Q. If α is bad, then the subcomplex is the sum
over nonnegative integers k of two-term complexes
pα b Uk 2ÝÑ qα b Uk.
Thus the homology of the subcomplex is an infinite direct sum of copies of Z{2Z, which
again vanishes after tensoring with Q. (Similar calculations appeared previously in
[10, §3.2] and [19, §3.2].)
Step 3. We now complete the proof. It follows from Step 2 that after tensoring with
Q, the homology of the chain complex
´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq, BS1,J
¯
is canonically isomorphic
to the homology of the quotient complex by C 1˚ . That is,
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξq bQ “ H˚
´´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq{C 1˚
¯
bQ, BS1,J b 1
¯
. (5.30)
A basis for the quotient complex by C 1˚ is given by the generators qα b 1 where α is
good. By the definition of BS1,J , the differential on the quotient complex is induced
by qB. By equation (5.4), this differential agrees with BEGH after tensoring with Q.
Thus we have a canonical isomorphism of chain complexes´´
CCS
1
˚ pY, λq{C 1˚
¯
bQ, BS1,J b 1
¯
“ `CCEGH˚ pY, λ; Jq, BEGH˘ . (5.31)
Theorem 1.9 now follows from (5.30) and (5.31).
5.4 Existence of admissible J in dimension 3
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that dimpY q “ 3. Then a generic λ-compatible almost
complex structure J on Rˆ Y is admissible.
To prove Proposition 5.8, we will use the following facts from [25]:
Lemma 5.9. Let pY, λq be a nondegenerate14 contact three-manifold, and let J be
a generic λ-compatible almost complex structure on R ˆ Y . Then for distinct Reeb
orbits α, β, we have:
(a) If u PMJpα, βq with α ‰ β, and if u is the somewhere injective curve underlying
u, then
1 ď indpuq ď indpuq.
14Lemma 5.9 does not require λ to be hypertight.
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(b) MJ1 pα, βq is cut out transversely.
(c) For each u PMJ2 pα, βq, if u is not a double cover of an index 1 cylinder u, then
MJ2 pα, βq is a smooth manifold near u cut out transversely.
Proof of Lemma 5.9. (a) This is [25, Lem. 2.5(a)].
(b) This is [25, Lem. 4.2(a)].
(c) This follows from the proof of [25, Lem. 4.2(b)].
Remark 5.10. In part (c), if u PMJ2 pα, βq is a double cover of an index 1 cylinder
u, then u may be an orbifold point of MJ2 pα, βq. We expect that MJ2pα, βq is still a
manifold near u.
Proof of Proposition 5.8. Choose generic J as in Lemma 5.9. We claim that J is
admissible.
Observe that if u PMJdpα, βq, thenMJdpα, βq is cut out transversely near u if and
only if MJd pα, βq is also cut out transversely near u (more precisely the equivalence
class of u in equation (5.1)). The reason is that each transversality condition is equiv-
alent to the surjectivity of a certain operator; and the operator for MJd is obtained
from the operator for MJd by modding out by an S1 action on the domain.
Admissibility conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 5.1 now follow from parts (a)
and (b) of Lemma 5.9. By Sard’s theorem, we can then choose P generically so that
admissibility conditions (c) and (e) hold.
Next observe that MJ2pα, βq is a smooth manifold cut out transversely near each
u P MJ2pα, pα, β, pβq. Otherwise, by Lemma 5.9, u would be a cover of an index 1
curve u PMJ1pα, pα, β, pβq, but the latter cannot exist by admissibility condition (c).
By Sard’s theorem again, we can then choose P generically so that admissibility
condition (d) holds also.
6 Examples
The nonequivariant and S1-equivariant contact homology that we have defined have
integer coefficients and contain some interesting torsion. We now compute some
examples of this, and we also explain more about how to define local versions of these
contact homologies, as sketched in §1.6.
6.1 Prequantization spaces
Let Σ be a Riemann surface of genus g ą 0, let ρ : Y Ñ Σ be an S1-bundle over Σ with
Euler class e ą 0, and let λ0 be a connection 1-form on Y with positive curvature.
Then λ0 is a contact form; let ξ denote the contact structure Kerpλ0q. The simple
Reeb orbits of λ0 consist of the fibers of ρ, which all have action 2pi, so that λ0 is
hypertight, although degenerate. Let Γ be the free homotopy class of loops in Y given
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by d times a fiber where d ą 0. We now sketch how to compute the nonequivariant
and equivariant contact homologies of pY, ξq in the class Γ. A related calculation was
given in [32, Thm. 1.19].
By the discussion in §1.6, we have
NCH˚pY, ξ,Γq “ NCHăL˚ pY, λ,Γq
where L ą 2pid, and λ is a nondegenerate perturbation of λ0 which is small with
respect to L. An analogous equation holds for equivariant contact homology.
The usual approach for perturbing λ0 is to take
λ “ p1` ρ˚Hqλ0
where H : Σ Ñ R is a C2-small Morse function. The Reeb orbits of λ in the class Γ
of action less than L then consist of the d-fold covers of the fibers over the critical
points of H. These Reeb orbits are all good.
As explained in §1.6, since pi2pY q “ 0, we can noncanonically refine the canonical
Z{2 grading on NCC˚ to a Z grading. We can choose this Z grading such that if p is
a critical point of H, and if γp denotes the d-fold cover of the fiber over p, then
| qγp| “ indpH, pq ´ 1,
| pγp| “ indpH, pq
where indpH, pq denotes the Morse index of H at p.
Next, by Proposition 5.8, we can choose an admissible λ-compatible almost com-
plex structure J on R ˆ Y , which is close to an S1-invariant λ0-compatible almost
complex structure coming from a Riemannian metric on Σ. For suitable orientation
choices, if p and q are critical points of H, then there is an orientation-preserving
bijection
MJpγp, γqq “MMorsepp, qq, (6.1)
where the left hand side is the moduli space of J-holomorphic cylinders (1.7), while
the right hand side denotes the moduli space of downward gradient flow lines of
H from p to q, modulo reparametrization. Furthermore, each of the holomorphic
cylinders on the left hand side is a d-fold cover which is cut out transversely. See [31,
§3.5.1,§6.1].
By Proposition 5.2, we can now compute most of the nonequivariant differential
(5.2) as follows:
B` “ 0,qB “ BMorse,pB “ ´BMorse, (6.2)
where BMorse denotes the differential on the Morse complex for H.
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For simplicity, we can choose H to be a perfect Morse function with one index 2
critical point p, with 2g index 1 critical points q1, . . . , q2g, and with one index 0 critical
point r. Then by (6.2), the only possibly nonzero block in the cascade differential
(5.2) is B´. Moreover, for grading reasons, the only possible nonzero coefficient of B´
is the coefficient from qp to pr. A calculation similar to the proof of equation (5.28)
shows that this coefficient is given by
xB´qp, pry “ ˘de. (6.3)
We conclude that the nonequivariant contact homology is generated by p, qi, pqi, qr,
which are free, and pr, which is de-torsion. Thus
NCH˚pY, ξ,Γq »
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
H2pΣq, ˚ “ 2,
H1pΣq, ˚ “ 1,
H1pΣq ‘ Z{de, ˚ “ 0,
H0pΣq, ˚ “ ´1,
0, else.
Next we can compute the equivariant contact homology. By Proposition 5.7, this
is the homology of the differential BS1,J in equation (5.13). By (6.2) and (6.3), this
differential is given by
BS1,Jpqpb 1q “ ˘depr b 1,
BS1,Jpqpb Ukq “ ˘depr b Uk ` dpb Uk´1, k ą 0,
BS1,Jpqi b Ukq “ dpqi b Uk´1, k ą 0,
BS1,Jpqr b Ukq “ dpr b Uk´1, k ą 0,
and BS1,J sends all other generators, namely qi b 1, qr b 1 and pb Uk, pqi b Uk, pr b Uk
with k ě 0, to zero. It follows that the homology is generated by qp b 1 ¯ eqr b U ,qib 1, and qrb 1, each of which is free, together with pbUk, pqibUk, prbUk for k ě 0,
each of which is d-torsion. We conclude the following:
Proposition 6.1. Let Σ be a Riemann surface of genus g ą 0, let ρ : Y Ñ Σ be an
S1-bundle over Σ with Euler class e ą 0, let ξ be the corresponding prequantization
contact structure on Y , and let Γ be the free homotopy class of loops in Y given by d
times a fiber where d ą 0. Then as Z-graded Z-modules we have
CHS
1
˚ pY, ξ,Γq » H˚pΣqr´1s ‘ pH˚pΣ;Z{dq b ZrU sq (6.4)
where the formal variable U has degree 2.
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Remark 6.2. Strictly speaking, we have not defined the cylindrical contact homology
CHEGH˚ pY, ξ,Γq; we have only defined cylindrical contact homology for pairs pλ, Jq
satisfying the hypotheses of Corollary 1.10. If we define CHEGH˚ pY, ξ,Γq to be the
S1-equivariant contact homology tensor Q as in Theorem 1.9, then it follows from
(6.4), as one might expect from (6.1), that
CHEGH˚ pY, ξ,Γq » H˚pΣ;Qqr´1s. (6.5)
6.2 Local contact homology
Let λ0 be a contact form on a manifold Y (not necessarily compact), let γ0 be a simple
Reeb orbit of λ0, and let d be a positive integer. Assume that the Reeb orbits γ
k
0 are
isolated in the loop space for 1 ď k ď d (but not necessarily nondegenerate). We now
explain how to define the local nonequivariant contact homology NCH˚pY, λ0, γ0, dq
and the local S1-equivariant contact homology CHS
1
˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq.
Isolating neighborhood. As in [21, §3], let N Ă Y be a compact tubular neigh-
borhood of (the image of) γ0. Choose N sufficiently small so that:
• There exists a closed 1-form θ on N which pairs positively with the Reeb vector
field.
• The only Reeb orbits in N in the homotopy class krγ0s for 1 ď k ď d are the
iterates γk0 .
Let λ be a nondegenerate perturbation of λ0 on N . Assume that the perturbation
is small enough so that θ pairs positively with the Reeb vector field of λ. (We may
need to choose the perturbation smaller below.) Then λ is hypertight on N .
Local nonequivariant contact homology. Let J be a generic S1-family of λ-
compatible almost complex structures on RˆN . If γ` and γ´ are Reeb orbits of λ,
letMJpγ`, γ´q denote the moduli space of holomorphic cylinders as in §2, where now
u : Rˆ S1 Ñ RˆN.
A compactness argument as in [21, Lem. 3.4] shows that if λ is sufficiently close to
λ0, and if γ` and γ´ are Reeb orbits of λ in the class drγ0s, then for any generic
J as above, every holomorphic cylinder in MJpγ`, γ´q avoids R ˆ BN . We then
have compactness as in Proposition 2.6, i.e. the moduli spaces have no additional
boundary points arising from holomorphic curves hitting Rˆ BN . We then obtain a
well-defined local nonequivariant contact homology as in §3.3, using only Reeb orbits
in the class drγ0s, which we denote by NCH˚pN, λ, d; Jq. Similarly, if λ` and λ´ are
two sufficiently small perturbations of λ as above, and if J˘ is a generic S1-family
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of λ˘-compatible almost complex structures on R ˆN , then as in §3.4 and §3.5, we
obtain a canonical isomorphism
NCH˚pN, λ`, d; J`q » NCH˚pN, λ´, d; J´q. (6.6)
Consequently, the local nonequivariant contact homology does not depend on the
choice of sufficiently small perturbation λ or J, and we can denote this homology by
NCH˚pY, λ0, γ0, dq.
Local S1-equivariant contact homology. The local S1-equivariant contact ho-
mology CHS
1
˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq is defined likewise, by repeating the construction in §4,
where λ is a sufficiently small nondegenerate perturbation of λ0 in N as above, J is
a generic S1-equivariant S1 ˆES1 family of λ-compatible almost complex structures
on RˆN , and we consider Reeb orbits in the class drγ0s and moduli spaces of pairs
pη, uq where u : Rˆ S1 Ñ RˆN .
Local cylindrical contact homology. Finally, suppose that λ is a sufficiently
small nondegenerate perturbation of λ0 on N as above, and suppose that there exists
an admissible λ-compatible almost complex structure J on RˆN as in Definition 5.1.
(As in Proposition 5.8, we can always find such a J when dimpY q “ 3.) Then the
cylindrical contact homology CHEGH˚ pN, λ, d; Jq is defined, where we just consider
good Reeb orbits in the class drγ0s. The proof of Theorem 1.9 carries over to show
that there is a canonical isomorphism
CHEGH˚ pN, λ, d; Jq “ CHS1˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq bQ.
Grading. Each of the above versions of local contact homology has a noncanonical
Z-grading, as in §1.6. In fact, a symplectic trivialization τ0 of γ0˚ ξ determines a choice
of this Z-grading, in which the grading of a Reeb orbit γ in cylindrical contact ho-
mology, or the corresponding generator pγ or pγb1 of nonequivariant or S1-equivariant
contact homology, is the Conley-Zehnder index CZτ pγq, where τ is a trivialization of
γ˚ξ in a homotopy class determined by τ0.
Remark 6.3. There is an alternate and very simple definition of local contact homol-
ogy over Z, introduced in [23], which avoids transversality difficulties without using
S1-equivariant theory. Here one replaces the neighborhood N by a d-fold cyclic cover,
considers the cylindrical contact homology of this cover in degree 1 (for which no mul-
tiply covered holomorphic cylinders can arise), and takes the Z{d-invariant part of
this cylindrical contact homology. Let us denote the resulting local contact homology
by CHZ˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq. Simple examples show that CHZ˚ does not agree with CHS1˚
(the former has less torsion), but we expect that there is a canonical isomorphism
CHZ˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq bQ “ CHS1˚ pY, λ0, γ0, dq bQ.
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6.3 The period doubling bifurcation
On a three-manifold Y , a one-parameter family of contact forms tλtutPR can undergo
a period-doubling bifurcation in which the following happens15:
• The contact form λ0 has an simple Reeb orbit γ0 for which the linearized return
map (1.4) has ´1 as a single eigenvalue. In particular, the double cover of γ0
is nondegenerate. However γ0 and its double cover are isolated Reeb orbits in
the loop space of Y . Let N be a small tubular neighborhood of γ0 as in the
definition of local contact homology for d “ 2. We can choose a trivialization
τ0 of γ0˚ ξ with respect to which the linearized Reeb flow along γ0 has rotation
number 1{2.
• For t ă 0 small, the only Reeb orbit in N in the homotopy class rγ0s is an elliptic
Reeb orbit e1 for which the rotation number with respect to τ0 is slightly less
than 1{2. The only Reeb orbit in N in the homotopy class 2rγ0s is the double
cover of e1, which we denote by E1.
• For t ą 0 small, the only Reeb orbit in N in the homotopy class rγ0s is a
negative hyperbolic Reeb orbit h1 (this means that the linearized return map
has distinct negative eigenvalues) with rotation number 1{2 with respect to τ0;
and the only Reeb orbits in the homotopy class 2rγ0s are the double cover of h1,
which we denote by H1, together with a simple elliptic orbit e2 whose rotation
number with respect to τ0 is slightly less than 1.
For explicit formulas for this bifurcation see [1, §8.3.2]. The above bullet points
are all that we need to know here, but the following picture might be helpful. Let
D be a disk transverse to γ0. Then the Reeb flow of λt induces a partially defined
return map φt : D Ñ D. One can model the period-doubling bifurcation with
φt “
¨˝
´1 0
0 ´1
‚˛˝ ϕXt
where  ą 0 is small, and ϕXtε is the time ε flow of a vector field Xt which is invariant
under rotation by pi and illustrated in Figures 1–3.
The critical point of X´1 in Figure 1 is a fixed point of φ´1, which corresponds
to the elliptic orbit e1. The critical point of X0 in Figure 2 is a fixed point of φ0
which corresponds to the degenerate Reeb orbit γ0. The central critical point of X1
in Figure 3 is a fixed point of φ1 which corresponds to the negative hyperbolic orbit
h1. In addition, the left and right critical points of X1 in Figure 3 are exchanged by
15There is another version of period-doubling, in which e1 has rotation number slightly greater
than 1{2, and e2 has rotation number slightly greater than 1. This other version behaves similarly
and we will not consider it here.
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Figure 1: Flow of X´1;
before the bifurcation.
Figure 2: Flow of X0;
at the bifurcation.
Figure 3: Flow of X1;
after the bifurcation.
φ1, and so they constitute a period 2 orbit of the map φ1, which corresponds to the
elliptic orbit e2.
It follows from [25, Eq. (2.3)] that the Conley-Zehnder indices of the above Reeb
orbits with respect to τ0 are given by CZpe1q “ CZph1q “ 1, CZpE1q “ CZpe2q “ 1,
and CZpH1q “ 2.
Let λ` “ λt for some small t ą 0, and let λ´ “ λt for some small t ă 0. It is in-
structive to compute the different versions of local contact homology of pY, λ0, γ0, d “
2q using λ´ and λ`. For this purpose, we can use admissible λ˘-compatible almost
complex structures J˘ on RˆN .
Local cylindrical contact homology. For λ´, the local cylindrical chain complex
just has the one generator E1 (this is a good Reeb orbit). Thus the cylindrical contact
homology is given by
CHEGH˚ pN, λ´, d “ 2; J´q »
$&% Q, ˚ “ 1,0, otherwise. (6.7)
For λ`, the local cylindrical chain complex has just the one generator e2, because
H2 is a bad Reeb orbit. Thus we get the same answer
16.
Local nonequivariant contact homology. For λ´, the local nonequivariant chain
complex has the two generators qE1 and pE1 of gradings 1 and 2 respectively. Since E1
is a good Reeb orbit, the differential (5.2) is zero by equation (5.3). Thus we obtain
NCH˚pY, λ0, γ0, d “ 2q »
$&% Z, ˚ “ 1, 2,0, otherwise. (6.8)
For λ`, the local nonequivariant chain complex now has four generators: qe2 which
has grading 1; pe2 and qH1 which have grading 2; and pH1 which has grading 3. By
16This is one of the reasons why bad orbits have to be discarded in the definition of cylindrical
contact homology; otherwise one would not have invariance under this bifurcation.
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Proposition 5.2(c), the differential (5.2) satisfies
BJ` xH1 “ ´2|H1 ` cpe2,
and the differential of all other generators is zero. Here c P Z is determined by a
count of holomorphic cylinders in the moduli spaceMJpH1, e2q. We will not compute
c here, but we do know that c is odd, by equation (6.8) and the invariance (6.6) of
local nonequivariant contact homology.
Local S1-equivariant contact homology. For λ´, the S1-equivariant chain com-
plex has the generators |E1 b Uk of grading 2k ` 1, and xE1 b Uk of grading 2k ` 2,
for each k ě 0. By equation (5.13), the differential is given by
BS1,J´
´|E1 b Uk¯ “ 2´xE1 b Uk´1¯ , k ą 0,
and the differentials of all other generators are zero. It follows that the homology is
generated by the cycle |E1, which is free, and the cycles xE1 bUk for k ě 0, which are
2-torsion. Thus
CHS
1
˚ pY, λ0, γ0, d “ 2q »
$’’&’’%
Z, ˚ “ 1,
Z{2, ˚ “ 2, 4, . . . ,
0, otherwise.
(6.9)
Note that tensoring this with Q correctly recovers (6.7).
For λ`, the S1-equivariant chain complex has generators qe2bUk of grading 2k`1,
generators pe2bUk and |H1bUk of grading 2k` 2, and generators xH1bUk of grading
2k ` 3, for each k ě 0. By equation (5.13), the differential is given by
BS1,J` `qe2 b Uk˘ “ pe2 b Uk´1, k ą 0,
BS1,J`
´xH1 b Uk¯ “ ´2´|H1 b Uk¯` c `pe2 b Uk˘ , k ě 0,
and the differentials of all other generators are zero. It follows that the homology is
generated by the cycle qe2 b 1, which is free, and the cycles |H1 b Uk for k ě 0, which
are 2-torsion since
BS1,J`
´
c
`qe2 b Uk`1˘´ xH1 b Uk¯ “ 2´|H1 b Uk¯ .
Thus we again obtain (6.9).
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A Orientations
In this section we define the orientations on the moduli spaces that we consider, and
we justify the claims that we make about signs. (We omit a few cases which do
not involve additional ideas.) The main references that we will use are [14], which
first introduced coherent orientations in the context of Hamiltonian Floer theory; [7],
which extended [14] to the case of symplectic field theory; and [28], which worked out
more details in connection with obstruction bundle gluing.
A.1 Orienting the operators
We first review how to orient the various Fredholm operators that we need to consider,
spelling out the conventions that we will be using. The conclusion that we need
is stated in Proposition A.16 below. This discussion follows [28, §9] with minor
modifications.
Preliminaries. If V is a finite dimensional real vector space, define OpV q to be the
(two-element) set of orientations of V . If o P OpV q, denote the opposite orientation
by ´o. If W is another finite dimensional real vector space, define OpV qbOpW q to be
the set of pairs poV , oW q P OpV qˆOpW q, modulo the relation poV , oW q „ p´oV ,´oW q.
We denote the equivalence class of poV , oW q by oV boW . There is a canonical bijection
OpV ‘W q “ OpV q bOpW q.
Note that switching the order of V andW multiplies this bijection by p´1qdimpV q dimpW q.
More generally, a finite exact sequence of finite dimensional real vector spaces
0 Ñ V1 f1Ñ V2 f2Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ fk´1Ñ Vk Ñ 0 (A.1)
induces a canonical element
opf1, . . . , fk´1q P OpV1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bOpVkq (A.2)
which is invariant under homotopy of exact sequences. If orientations oi P OpViq
have already been chosen for i “ 1, . . . , k, we say that the exact sequence (A.1) is
orientation preserving if the canonical element (A.2) agrees with o1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ok.
If D is a real linear Fredholm operator, define
OpDq “ OpKerpDqq bOpCokerpDqq.
We define an orientation of the Fredholm operator D to be an element of the two-
element set OpDq. A homotopy of Fredholm operators from D to D1 induces a
bijection OpDq »Ñ OpD1q; see the review in [28, §9.1].
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Introducing the operators. We now introduce the kinds of Fredholm operators
that we will need to orient.
Definition A.1. An orientation loop is a pair L “ pE,∇q where:
• E is a rank n Hermitian vector bundle over S1.
• ∇ is a Hermitian connection on E.
Associated to the orientation loop L is a differential operator
AL “ i∇t : C8pS1, Eq ÝÑ C8pS1, Eq,
where ∇t denotes the covariant derivative along S1. We say that L is nondegenerate
if KerpALq “ t0u. Also, we define δ`pLq ą 0 to be the smallest positive eigenvalue of
the operator AL, and δ´pLq ă 0 to be the largest negative eigenvalue.
Definition A.2. An orientation surface is a quadruple C “ pC,E,L`,L´q where:
• C is a (possibly disconnected) punctured compact Riemann surface with k `
l ě 0 ordered punctures (which we will regard as ends), of which the first
k are designated “positive” and the last l are designated “negative”. Each
positive end is conformally identified with r0,8q ˆ S1, and each negative end
is conformally identified with p´8, 0s ˆ S1. On each end, denote the r0,8q or
p´8, 0s coordinate by s and the S1 coordinate by t.
• L` is a list of k orientation loops L`j “ pE`j ,∇`j q, and L´ is a list of l orientation
loops L´j “ pE´j ,∇´j q.
• E is a rank n Hermitian vector bundle over C. An identification is fixed between
the restriction of E to the jth positive end of C and the pullback of the bundle
E`j over S1. Likewise, the restriction of E to the jth negative end of C is
identified with the pullback of E´j .
In this paper we will only need to consider the cases where C is the plane, cylinder,
or sphere, but one can also consider more general Riemann surfaces as in [7, 28].
Definition A.3. For an orientation surface C “ pC,E,L`,L´q as above, define DpCq
to be the set of differential operators
D : C8pEq ÝÑ C8pT 0,1C b Eq
such that:
• In a complex local coordinate on C and a local trivialization of E, the operator
D equals B plus a zeroth order term.
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• On the jth positive end of C, write
D “ 1
2
pds´ idtq b pBs ` i∇t `Mjps, tqq
where Mjps, tq is an endomorphism of the real vector space pE`j qt. Then
lim
sÑ8Mjps, ¨q “ 0
in the sense of [14, §2]. Likewise for the negative ends with sÑ ´8.
Given an orientation surface C “ pC,E,L`,L´q, let δ “ pδ`1 , . . . , δ`k , δ´1 , . . . , δ´l q
be a tuple of real numbers such that δ`j is not an eigenvalue of AL`j for any j “ 1, . . . , k,
and δ´j is not an eigenvalue of ´AL´j for any j “ 1, . . . , l. Then it a standard fact
that any operator D P DpCq extends to a Fredholm operator
D : L2,δ1 pEq ÝÑ L2,δpT 0,1C b Eq. (A.3)
Here L2,δ1 denotes the exponentially weighted Sobolev space consisting of sections ψ
such that βψ P L21, where β : C Ñ R is a positive smooth function such that on the
jth positive end we have β “ eδ`j s for s large, and on the jth negative end we have
β “ eδ´j |s|for |s| large.
Assume further that 0 ď δ`j ă δ`pL`j q for each j “ 1, . . . , k, and 0 ď δ´j ă
´δ´pL´j q for each j “ 1, . . . , l. (Note here that δ˘j “ 0 is allowed only if the orien-
tation loop L˘j is nondegenerate.) We will call such a choice of exponential weights
admissible. Then the set of orientations of the Fredholm operator (A.3) does not
depend17 on δ, and in fact depends only on the orientation surface C; see the review
in [28, §9.2]. Denote this set of orientations by OpCq.
Remark A.4. It is sometimes useful to eliminate the exponential weights as follows.
If β : C Ñ R is a function as in the definition of L2,δ1 , then the operator (A.3) is
conjugate to the operator
βDβ´1 : L21pEq ÝÑ L2pT 0,1C b Eq.
This conjugate operator is itself the extension of a differential operator
βDβ´1 P DpCδq,
where Cδ is an orientation surface obtained by shifting the orientation loops by δ.
Namely,
Cδ “ pC,E, tpE`j ,∇`j ` iδ`j qu, tpE´j ,∇´j ´ iδ´j quq.
The orientation surface Cδ has all orientation loops at its ends nondegenerate, and
the above conjugation operation induces a canonical bijection OpCδq » OpCq.
17One could also use Sobolev spaces Lp,δk ; the choice of p and k is immaterial for orientations as
it does not affect the kernel or (up to canonical isomorphism) the cokernel of the operator.
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Gluing orientations. The key operation is now to “glue” orientations. Let C 1 “
pC 1, E 1, pL1q`, pL1q´q be another orientation surface. Suppose that L´j “ pL1q`j for
j “ 1, . . . , l. We can then glue the first l negative ends of C to the first l positive
ends of C 1 to obtain a new orientation surface, which we denote by C#lC 1. This glued
orientation surface also depends on a parameter R ą 0, which determines where to
cut off the ends of C and C 1 before gluing; we omit this parameter from the notation.
Given operators D P DpCq and D1 P DpC 1q, we can use cutoff functions with
derivatives of order R´1 to patch them to a “glued” operator
D#D1 P DpC#lC 1q.
Lemma A.5. Fix operators D,D1 as above. Suppose that for each j “ 1, . . . , l, the
orientation loop L´j “ pL1q`j is nondegenerate. Choose admissible exponential weights
δ and δ1 such that for each j “ 1, . . . , l we have δ´j “ pδ1q`j “ 0. Then if the the
gluing parameter R is sufficiently large, there is up to homotopy a canonical18 exact
sequence
0 Ñ KerpD#D1q fÑ KerpDq‘KerpD1q gÑ CokerpDq‘CokerpD1q hÑ CokerpD#D1q Ñ 0.
Proof. By Remark A.4, we can assume without loss of generality that all the orien-
tation loops are nondegenerate and there are no exponential weights. The lemma in
this case now follows from [28, Prop. 9.3].
Remark A.6. The exact sequence in Lemma A.5 describes a linear version of obstruc-
tion bundle gluing, in which one attempts to glue elements of KerpDq and KerpD1q
to obtain an element of KerpD#D1q. The obstruction to this gluing is an element of
CokerpDq ‘ CokerpD1q, specified by the map g in the exact sequence.
As in (A.2), the above exact sequence determines a bijection
opf, g, hq : OpDq bOpD1q »ÝÑ OpD#D1q. (A.4)
Lemma A.7. Under the assumptions of Lemma A.5, the bijection
p´1qdimpKerpD1qqdimpCokerpDqqopf, g, hq : OpDq bOpD1q »ÝÑ OpD#D1q (A.5)
is invariant under homotopy of D and D1 and deformation of the gluing parameter,
and thus determines a canonical bijection
OpCq bOpC 1q »ÝÑ OpC#lC 1q. (A.6)
Proof. This follows the proof of [28, Lem. 9.6]. (The statement of [28, Lem. 9.6] needs
to be corrected19 by including a sign as in (A.5). The last sentence of Step 1 of the
proof also needs to be corrected accordingly.)
18The exact sequence just depends on the choice of gluing parameter and cutoff functions; different
choices will give homotopic exact sequences.
19Fortunately, the missing sign in [28, Lem. 9.6] has no effect on the use of this lemma in the rest
of [28].
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Remark A.8. The gluing of orientations in (A.6) depends on our choice of convention
for writing D first and D1 second in the direct sums in Lemma A.5. Our convention
here agrees with [7] and disagrees with [28]. Switching this convention would multiply
the map (A.6) by p´1qindpDq indpD1q.
Lemma A.9. The gluing of orientations in (A.6) is associative. That is, if C2 is
another orientation surface, for which the orientation loops of the first l1 positive
ends are nondegenerate and agree with those of the first l1 negative ends of C 1, then
we have a well-defined bijection
OpCq bOpC 1q bOpC2q »ÝÑ OpC#lC 1#l1C2q.
Proof. This follows the proof of [28, Lem. 9.7] (with sign corrections as for the proof
of [28, Lem. 9.6]).
In Lemma A.7 we can weaken (but not completely drop) the assumption that the
orientation loops L´j “ pL1q`j are nondegenerate. Namely:
Definition A.10. An orientation loop L “ pE,∇q is weakly nondegenerate if KerpALq
is a complex vector space, with respect to multiplication by i on EndpEq. (This
includes the case when KerpALq “ t0u and L is nondegenerate.)
Lemma A.11. Let C “ pC,E,L`,L´q and C 1 “ pC 1, E 1, pL1q`, pL1q´q be orientation
surfaces such that L´j “ pL1q`j for j “ 1, . . . , l. Assume that L´j is weakly nondegen-
erate for each j “ 1, . . . , l. Then there is still a canonical bijection as in (A.6) which
is associative in the sense of Lemma A.9.
To prove Lemma A.11 we will need the following:
Lemma A.12. Suppose L “ pE,∇q is weakly nondegenerate. Let δ` P p0,´δ´pLqq
and let δ´ P p0, δ`pLqq. Let
C “ pRˆ S1, E,L` “ pE,∇´ iδ`q,L´ “ pE,∇` iδ´qq.
Then there is a canonical orientation in OpCq.
Proof. There is a distinguished class of operators D P DpCq. Namely, write A “ i∇t.
Choose a smooth function ϕ : R Ñ R such that ϕpsq “ δ`s for s ąą 0 and ϕpsq “
´δ´s for s ăă 0. We can then take
D “ 1
2
pBs ` A` ϕpsqq.
(We omit ds ´ idt from the notation here and below.) Of course D depends on the
choice of function ϕ, but different choices will be canonically homotopic and thus will
have canonically isomorphic sets of orientations.
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The operator
D : L21pEq ÝÑ L2pT 0,1pRˆ S1q b Eq
is conjugate to the operator
eϕpsqDe´ϕpsq “ 1
2
pBs ` Aq
acting on Sobolev spaces with exponential weights ´δ` on the positive end and ´δ´
on the negative end. Any element of the kernel of this operator is a linear combination
of functions of the form
ψps, tq “ e´λsφptq
where φ is an eigenfunction of A with eigenvalue λ. Because of our choice of expo-
nential weights, ψ is in the domain of the operator only when λ “ 0. Thus KerpDq is
canonically identified with KerpAq. A similar argument shows that CokerpDq “ t0u.
By hypothesis, KerpAq is a complex vector space, so it has a canonical orientation. We
conclude that D has a canonical orientation, and thus there is a canonical orientation
in OpCq.
Proof of Lemma A.11. By Remark A.4, we can assume without loss of generality that
each L`j is nondegenerate, each pL1q´j is nondegenerate, and L`j is nondegenerate when
j ą l. Choose admissible exponential weights δ and δ1 such that all weights are zero
except possibly for δ´1 , . . . , δ
´
l and pδ1q`1 , . . . , pδ1q`l . (The weights δ´j and pδ1q`j must
be positive when L´j “ pL1q`j is degenerate.)
To reduce to Lemma A.7, we would like to replace C and C 1 by Cδ and C 1δ1 as in
Remark A.4. However this does not work directly because the first l negative ends
of Cδ do not agree with the first l negative ends of C 1δ1 (as the orientation loops are
shifted in opposite directions), so these two orientation surfaces cannot be glued. The
trick is to glue in a third orientation surface and write
C#lC 1 » Cδ#lC2#lC 1δ1 .
Here C2 consists of l cylinders. On the jth cylinder, the bundle E is the pullback of
the bundle E´j “ pE 1q`j . The notation ‘»’ means that the orientation surfaces are
homotopic so that there is a canonical bijection between the orientations. Now by
Lemmas A.7 and A.9, we have a canonical bijection
OpC#lC 1q »ÝÑOpCδq bOpC2q bOpC 1δq
“ OpCq bOpC2q bOpC 1q. (A.7)
By Lemma A.12, there is a canonical orientation in OpC2q. Putting this canonical
orientation into (A.7) gives the desired canonical bijection (A.6). This is associative
by Lemma A.9.
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Choosing orientations. We now explain what choices are needed to orient the
operators of interest.
Lemma A.13. Let C be an orientation surface with no ends. Then there is a canon-
ical orientation in OpCqq.
Proof. If D P DpCq, then D is homotopic to a complex linear operator D1, which has
a canonical orientation. This induces an orientation of D, which does not depend on
the choice of homotopy or on the choice of complex linear operator D1, because the
spaces of real-linear and complex-linear operators in DpCq are both contractible.
Definition A.14. Let L “ pE,∇q be a weakly nondegenerate orientation loop.
• Let C` “ pC`, E`, pq, pLqq be an orientation surface such that C is a plane with
one negative end, on which E` is pulled back from E. Define O`pLq “ OpC`q.
• Let C´ “ pC´, E´, pLq, pqq be an orientation surface such that C is a plane with
one positive end, on which E´ is pulled back from E. Define O´pLq “ OpC´q.
Lemma A.15. Let L be a weakly nondegenerate orientation loop. Then:
(a) The sets O`pLq and O´pLq do not depend on the choices of orientation surfaces
C` and C´ in Definition A.14.
(b) There is a canonical bijection O`pLq “ O´pLq.
Proof. Let C` and C´ be orientation surfaces as in Definition A.14. By Lemmas A.11
and A.13, there is a canonical bijection
OpC`q » OpC´q. (A.8)
It follows that if we fix a choice of C´, then the sets of orientations OpC`q for different
choices of C` are identified with each other. To prove that this identification does
not depend on the choice of C´, one can use the argument in [33, Lem. 2.46] and [35,
Prop. 2.8]. Thus O`pLq is well-defined, and likewise O´pLq is defined. Moreover, the
bijection (A.8) descends to a well-defined bijection O`pLq “ O´pLq.
In light of Lemma A.15, if L is a weakly nondegenerate orientation loop, we define
OpLq “ O˘pLq. We can now prove the conclusion of this subsection:
Proposition A.16. Let L`, L0, and L´ be weakly nondegenerate orientation loops.
(a) If C “ pC,E, pL`q, pL´qq is an orientation surface in which C is a cylinder with
one positive and one negative end, then there is a canonical bijection
OpCq » OpL`q bOpL´q.
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(b) Let C` “ pC`, E`, pL`q, pL0qq and C´ “ pC´, E´, pL0q, pL´qq be cylindrical ori-
entation surfaces as above, so that by part (a) we have canonical bijections
OpC`q » OpL`q bOpL0q,
OpC´q » OpL0q bOpL´q.
Then the identification
OpCq » OpC`q bOpC´q
given by the above three equations agrees with the canonical identification given
by Lemma A.11.
Proof. (a) Let C` be as in the definition ofO`pL`q, and let C´ be as in the definition of
O´pL`q. Then C`#1C#1C´ is an orientation surface in which the underlying surface
is a sphere, and it has a canonical orientation by Lemma A.13. Then by Lemma A.11
there is a canonical bijection
OpCq » OpC`q bOpC´q.
By Lemma A.15, this implies part (a). Part (b) then follows from the definitions.
A.2 The tangent space to the moduli space
Let pY 2n´1, λq be a closed nondegenerate contact manifold. (For this discussion we
do not need to assume that λ is hypertight.) Let J “ tJtutPS1 be a generic S1-family
of λ-compatible almost complex structures on R ˆ Y as in §2. To prepare to orient
the moduli space MJpγ`, γ´q, we now discuss its tangent space.
If γ` and γ´ are distinct Reeb orbits, let
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q denote the space of maps
u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ Y satisfying the equations (2.1)–(2.3). Here we do not mod out by
R translation in the domain, so that
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q “ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q{R.
If u P ĂMJpγ`, γ´q, then the derivative of the Cauchy-Riemann equation (2.1)
defines a linearized operator
Du : L
2,δ
1 pu˚T pRˆ Y qq ÝÑ L2,δpu˚T pRˆ Y qq. (A.9)
Here δ ą 0 is a small exponential weight, smaller than the smallest positive eigenvalue
of the asymptotic operator associated to γ` and J, or minus the largest negative
eigenvalue of the asymptotic operator associated to γ´ and J, see below. Thus the
kernel of Du consists of infinitesimal deformations of u which suitably decay on the
ends of u.
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Definition A.17. We define R-linear maps
τ`, τ´ : C ÝÑ CokerpDuq (A.10)
as follows. Let ψ`1 be a smooth section of u˚T pRˆ Y q with ψ`1 “ Br for s ąą 0 and
ψ`1 “ 0 for s ăă 0. Let ψ`2 be a smooth section of u˚T pR ˆ Y q with ψ`2 “ R for
s ąą 0 and ψ`2 “ 0 for s ăă 0. Choose ψ´1 and ψ´2 analogously with the sign of s
switched. If a, b P R, we define
τ`pa` biq “ piCokerpDuq“Dupaψ`1 ` bψ`2 q”.
There are quotation marks on the right hand side because aψ`1 ` bψ`2 is not in the
domain of Du as in (A.9). To interpret the right hand side, if we regard Du as a
differential operator on smooth sections, then Dupaψ`1 `bψ`2 q is a well-defined smooth
section η P L2,δpu˚T pR ˆ Y qq, by standard asymptotics of holomorphic curves. We
define τ`pzq to be the projection of η to CokerpDuq. Note that this does not depend
on the choice of ψ`1 and ψ
`
2 , because different choices will differ by a compactly
supported section which is in the domain of Du as in (A.9). We likewise define
τ´pa` biq “ piCokerpDuq“Dupaψ´1 ` bψ´2 q”.
Proposition A.18. If J is generic, then ĂMJpγ`, γ´q is naturally a smooth manifold,
and there is a canonical exact sequence
0 ÝÑ KerpDuq ÝÑ TuĂMJpγ`, γ´q pσ`,σ´qÝÑ C‘ C pτ`,τ´qÝÑ CokerpDuq ÝÑ 0. (A.11)
Remark A.19. The proof of Proposition A.18 will show that the maps σ˘ are de-
scribed as follows: If tuτuτPR is a smooth family in ĂMJpγ`, γ´q, with u0 “ u, and if
we write u˙ “ d
dτ
ˇˇ
τ“0uτ P u˚T pRˆ Y q, then
σ˘ pu˙q “ lim
sÑ˘8 pdr pu˙q ` iλ pu˙qq .
Proof of Proposition A.18. Fix p ą 2. Note that the kernel and cokernel of Du are
unchanged if one replaces L2,δ1 and L
2
1 in (A.9) by L
p,δ
1 and L
p,δ, and we will do this
below.
Let Bpγ`, γ´q denote the set of continuous maps u : R ˆ S1 Ñ R ˆ Y satisfying
the asymptotic conditions (2.2) and (2.3) such that for |s| large, u is the exponential
of an Lp,δ1 section of the normal bundle to Rˆ γ. We define a map
Lp,δ1 pu˚pT pRˆ Y qqq ‘ C‘ C ÝÑ Bpγ`, γ´q (A.12)
by
pψ, a` ` b`i, a´ ` b´iq ÞÝÑ expupψ ` a`ψ`1 ` b`ψ`2 ` a´ψ´1 ` b´ψ´2 q,
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where ψ˘1 and ψ
˘
2 are chosen as in the definition of τ˘. Any element of
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q
near u is in the image of the map (A.12). Thus a neighborhood of u in
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q
can be described as the zero set of a section of a Banach space bundle over the left
side of (A.12), whose fiber over u is Lp,δpu˚T pRˆ Y qq. The derivative of this section
at u is the map
Φ : Lp,δ1 pu˚pT pRˆ Y qqq ‘ C‘ C ÝÑ Lp,δpu˚T pRˆ Y qq,
pψ, a` ` b`i, a´ ` b´iq ÞÝÑ “Dupψ ` a`ψ`1 ` b`ψ`2 ` a´ψ´1 ` b´ψ´2 q”.
(A.13)
Here, as in Definition A.17, although ψ˘1 and ψ
˘
2 are not in the domain of Du, the
map (A.13) is still well-defined by regarding Du as a differential operator.
A standard transversality argument, which proves Proposition 2.2(a), shows that
if J is generic, then the operator Φ in (A.13) is surjective, and ĂMJpγ`, γ´q is naturally
a smooth manifold near u whose tangent space at u is KerpΦq.
To complete the proof of the proposition, we now define a sequence
0 ÝÑ KerpDuq ÝÑ KerpΦq pσ`,σ´qÝÑ C‘ C pτ`,τ´qÝÑ CokerpDuq ÝÑ 0 (A.14)
and show that it is exact if Φ is surjective. We define the first arrow to be the inclusion
ψ ÞÑ pψ, 0, 0q, and we define the second arrow by
σ˘pψ, z`, z´q “ z˘.
By the definitions of τ˘ and Φ we have
ppiCokerpDuq ˝ Φqpψ, z`, z´q “ τ`pz`q ` τ´pz´q.
It follows that the sequence (A.14) is exact, except possibly for surjectivity of the last
arrow. If Φ is surjective, then the last arrow is also surjective.
A.3 Orienting the moduli space
Let J “ tJtutPS1 be a generic S1-family of λ-compatible almost complex structures.
We are now ready to orient the moduli space MJpγ`, γ´q.
Definition A.20. Let J “ tJtutPS1 be any S1-family of λ-compatible almost complex
structures (not necessarily generic). Let γ : R{TZ Ñ Y be a Reeb orbit, and let
p P γ “ impγq. We define an orientation loop Lγ,p,J “ pS,∇q as follows.
First fix t0 P R{TZ with γpt0q “ p, and define a map pγ : S1 “ R{ZÑ Y by
pγptq “ γpt0 ` Ttq.
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• Define E “ pγ˚T pRˆ Y q. We have a direct sum decomposition
E “ pγ˚ξ ‘ C (A.15)
where we identify a` bi P C with aBr ` bR P T pRˆ Y q. Then E is a Hermitian
vector bundle over S1 with the almost complex structure and metric on ξpγptq
determined by Jt and dλ.
• The linearized Reeb flow determines a connection ∇R on pγ˚ξ. With respect to
the direct sum decomposition (A.15), define ∇ “ ∇R ‘∇0, where ∇0 denotes
the trivial connection on S1 ˆ C.
Lemma A.21. (a) The orientation loop Lγ,p,J is weakly nondegenerate.
(b) If J and J1 are two S1-families of λ-compatible almost complex strutures, then
there is a canonical bijection
OpLγ,p,Jq » OpLγ,p,J1q,
so we can denote this set of orientations by Oγ,p.
Proof. (a) Since we are assuming that the Reeb orbit γ is nondegenerate, the kernel
of the operator ALγ,p,J is canonically identified with the C summand in (A.15).
(b) This holds because the set of S1-families J of λ-compatible almost complex
structures is contractible, and a homotopy of such J defines a homotopy of the Fred-
holm operators used to define the orientation set OLγ,p,J .
Definition A.22. If γ is a Reeb orbit and p P γ, define
Oγppq “ Oγ,p b Z.
Here the right hand side denotes the set of pairs po, kq P Oγ,p ˆ Z modulo the equiv-
alence relation p´o, kq „ po,´kq.
Observe that the assignment to p of Oγppq defines a local system over γ, since a
homotopy of Fredholm operators induces a bijection on orientations.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Assertion (a) is proved in [7, §5]. The conventions in [7] are
slightly different, but the argument given there is still valid here.
To prove assertion (b), let u P ĂMJpγ`, γ´q, and consider its equivalence class
rus PMJpγ`, γ´q. From Definition A.20 we have orientation loops
L˘ “ Lγ˘,e˘puq,J.
We need to show that there is a canonical bijection between orientations of the tangent
space TrusMJpγ`, γ´q and the orientation set OpL`q bOpL´q, and we need to check
that this bijection depends continuously on rus.
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Define an orientation surface
C “ pRˆ S1, u˚T pRˆ Y q, pL`q, pL´qq.
The operator Du in (A.9), regarded as a differential operator, is an element of the set
DpCq. By Proposition A.16, there is a canonical bijection
OpL`q bOpL´q » OpDuq.
By Proposition A.18, an orientation of Du canonically determines an orientation of
Tu
Ă
M Jpγ`, γ´q. (Here we use the canonical orientation of C‘C in the exact sequence
(A.11).) The latter determines an orientation of Trus ĂMJpγ`, γ´q by the “R-direction
first” convention, where R acts on ĂM by
pr ¨ uqps, tq “ upr ` s, tq. (A.16)
This in turn determines an orientation of TrusMJpγ`, γ´q, by the R-direction first
convention again.
Finally, we need to prove that the orientation of TrusMJpγ`, γ´q determined by
an element of OpL`q bOpL´q depends continuously on rus. As one varies rus, if the
dimension of KerpDuq does not jump, then the exact sequences used to define the
orientation vary continuously, so the orientation does not change. In the general case
one uses a stabilization argument to arrange that the dimensions of the kernels of the
operators in question do not jump; cf. [28, §9.1].
We can now define the orientation convention in equation (1.8) in the definition
of cylindrical contact homology.
Definition A.23. Let J be a λ-compatible almost complex structure on RˆY . Let α
and β be good Reeb orbits, so that the local systems Oα and Oβ are trivial (and thus
can be regarded as Z-modules which are noncanonically isomorphic to Z). Assume
that the moduli spaceMJ1 pα, βq is cut out transversely (and in particular is a discrete
set). For each u PMJ1 pα, βq, we define an isomorphism of Z-modules
puq : Oα »ÝÑ Oβ (A.17)
as follows.
Let J be the constant family of almost complex structures Jt ” J . By definition,
MJd pα, βq “MJdpα, βq{S1
where S1 acts on MJd by reparametrization. Our convention is that ϕ P S1 “ R{Z
acts by
pϕ ¨ uqps, tq “ ups, t` ϕq.
Transversality of MJd is equivalent to transversality of MJd, see §5.4. By Proposi-
tion 2.3, when this transversality holds, the moduli spaceMJdpα, βq has an orientation
with values in OαbOβ. The orientation ofMJd then induces an orientation ofMJd by
the “S1-direction first” convention. When d “ 1, the latter orientation simply assigns
to each u PMJ1 a generator of OαbOβ, which is equivalent to an isomorphism (A.17).
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A.4 Properties of the moduli space orientations
Scaling. We now prove the following lemma which is needed in §3.5.
Lemma A.24. Let c ą 0.
(a) If γ is a Reeb orbit of λ, and if cγ denotes the corresponding Reeb orbit of cλ,
then there is a canonical isomorphism of local systems Oγ “ Ocγ.
(b) With respect to the isomorphism in (a), the scaling diffeomorphism (3.7) is ori-
entation preserving.
Proof. (a) Let cJ be the family of cλ-compatible almost complex structures in (3.7). It
follows from Definition A.20 that if p P γ “ cγ, then there is a canonical isomorphism
Lγ,p,J “ Lcγ,p,cJ. Then by Definition A.22 we obtain a canonical isomorphism Oγppq “
Ocγppq, which by the reasoning after Definition A.22 depends continuously on p.
(b) Let φ be the diffeomorphism of RˆY defined above (3.7). The diffeomorphism
(3.7) lifts to a diffeomorphism
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q »ÝÑ ĂMcJpcγ`, cγ´q (A.18)
sending u ÞÑ φ ˝ u. We have a commutative diagram
L2,δ1 pu˚T pRˆ Y qq DuÝÝÝÑ L2,δpu˚T pRˆ Y qq
»
§§đ »§§đ
L2,δ1 ppφ ˝ uq˚T pRˆ Y qq Dφ˝uÝÝÝÑ L2,δppφ ˝ uq˚T pRˆ Y qq.
This induces isomorphisms KerpDuq » KerpDφ˝uq and CokerpDuq » CokerpDφ˝uq, and
thus a bijection OpDuq » OpDφ˝uq. It follows from the definitions that this bijection
respects the canonical isomorphism in (a). On the other hand, these isomorphisms
of kernels and cokernels and the exact sequences from Proposition A.18 fit into a
commutative diagram
0 ÝÝÝÑ KerpDuq ÝÝÝÑ TuĂMJpγ`, γ´q pσ`,σ´qÝÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C pτ`,τ´qÝÝÝÝÑ CokerpDuq ÝÝÝÑ 0
»
§§đ »§§đ »§§đc »§§đ
0 ÝÝÝÑ KerpDφ˝uq ÝÝÝÑ Tφ˝uĂMcJpcγ`, cγ´q pσ`,σ´qÝÝÝÝÝÑ C‘ C pτ`,τ´qÝÝÝÝÑ CokerpDφ˝uq ÝÝÝÑ 0.
Here the second vertical arrow is the derivative of the diffeomorphism (A.18), and
the third vertical arrow is multiplication by c. It follows from this isomorphism of
exact sequences that the second vertical arrow is orientation preserving. Thus the
diffeomorphism (A.18) is orientation preserving. After modding out by the two R
actions, we conclude that the diffeomorphism (3.7) is orientation preserving.
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Gluing and boundary signs. We now justify the signs that appear in Proposi-
tion 2.7. Continue to make the assumptions from the beginning of §A.3.
Proposition A.25. Let γ`, γ0, and γ´ be distinct Reeb orbits. Let d` and d´ be
nonnegative integers and let d “ d` ` d´. Let
pru`s, ru´sq PMJd`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJd´pγ0, γ´q.
Then there is a neighborhood
U ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q
of pru`s, ru´sq, which has the structure of a smooth manifold with boundary, and a
neighborhood
V Ă p´1qd`MJpγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJpγ0, γ´q (A.19)
of pru`s, ru´sq, with a canonical orientation preserving diffeomorphism
BU » V.
Proof. Aside from the signs in (A.19), this follows from standard gluing arguments.
So we will sketch one approach to the gluing and justify the signs.
To set the notation, regard u` as an element of
ĂMJpγ`, γ0q, and regard u´ as
an element of
ĂMJpγ0, γ´q. To simplify notation, we will just consider the case where
KerpDu`q “ 0 and KerpDu´q “ 0; the general case can be handled similarly. By
Proposition A.18, we have short exact sequences
0 ÝÑ Tu`ĂMJpγ`, γ0q pσ`` ,σ`0 qÝÑ C` ‘ C0 pτ`` ,τ`0 qÝÑ CokerpDu`q ÝÑ 0, (A.20)
0 ÝÑ Tu´ĂMJpγ0, γ´q pσ´0 ,σ´´qÝÑ C0 ‘ C´ pτ´0 ,τ´´ qÝÑ CokerpDu´q ÝÑ 0. (A.21)
Here C`, C0, and C´ are copies of C, which one should think of as being associated
with γ`, γ0, and γ´ respectively. Here and below, in the notation for the maps σ etc.
we use the convention that where we previously indicated a Reeb orbit with ` or ´,
now we indicate it `, 0, or ´.
Step 1. We now consider how to glue u` and u´ to obtain elements of
Ă
M Jpγ`, γ´q.
To start, translate u` in the target up by R ąą 0 in the R direction, and translate
u´ in the target down by R ąą 0 in the R direction. On u`, choose sections ψ`,`1 ,
ψ`,`2 , ψ
`,0
1 , and ψ
`,0
2 as in §A.2 whose first derivatives have order OpR´1q. Likewise
choose sections ψ´,01 , ψ
´,0
2 , ψ
´,´
1 , and ψ
´,´
2 on u´. Given small complex numbers
z` “ a` ` ib`, z0 “ a0 ` ib0, and z´ “ a´ ` ib´, we can “preglue” u` and u´ as
follows: We replace u` by the exponential of a`ψ`,`1 ` b`ψ`,`2 ` a0ψ`,01 ` b0ψ`,02 , we
replace u´ by the exponential of a0ψ´,01 ` b0ψ´,02 ` a´ψ´,´1 ` b´ψ´,´2 , and then we
patch using appropriate cutoff functions. As in [28, §5], one can perturb the preglued
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curve to a curve which solves the Cauchy-Riemann equation (2.1), up to an error in
CokerpDu`q ‘ CokerpDu´q, which we denote by spz`, z0, z´q. We can package these
errors for different choices of z`, z0, and z´ into an “obstruction section”
s : N` ‘N0 ‘N´ ÝÑ CokerpDu`q ‘ CokerpDu´q.
Here N`, N0, and N´ are small neighborhoods of the origin in C. As in [28, Lem.
6.3], the obstruction section s is smooth; and as in [28, §10.5], its zero set is cut out
transversely. The gluing construction then defines a “gluing map”
G : s´1p0q ÝÑ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q.
As in [28, Thm. 7.3], the gluing map is a local diffeomorphism. In particular, if u
is in the image of the gluing map, then we obtain a short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ TuĂMpγ`, γ´q dG´1ÝÑ C`‘C0‘C´ ∇sÝÑ CokerpDu`q‘CokerpDu´q ÝÑ 0. (A.22)
Moreover, an analogue of [28, Lem. 10.5] shows that if we choose o˘ P Opγ˘q and
o0 P Opγ0q, and use these to orient CokerpDu˘q and TuĂMJpγ`, γ´q, then the exact
sequence (A.22) is orientation preserving in the sense of (A.2).
Step 2. The obstruction section can be approximated, in a sense to be specified
below, by a “linearized section”
s0 : N` ‘N0 ‘N´ ÝÑ CokerpDu`q ‘ CokerpDu´q
defined by
s0pz`, z0, z´q “ pτ`` pz`q ` τ`0 pz0q, τ´0 pz0q ` τ´´ pz´qq.
The zero set of s0 is also cut out transversely. More precisely, define
V “
"
pη`, η´q P Tu`ĂMJpγ`, γ0q ‘ Tu´ĂMJpγ0, γ´qˇˇˇˇσ`0 pη`q “ σ´0 pη´q* .
Here the right hand side is oriented as a level set of the linear map
σ`0 ´ σ´0 : Tu`ĂMJpγ`, γ0q ‘ Tu´ĂMJpγ0, γ´q ÝÑ C0. (A.23)
This makes sense because we are assuming that J is generic so that the fiber product
MJpγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJpγ0, γ´q
is cut out transversely, which means that the linear map (A.23) is surjective. It also
follows from this surjectivity and the short exact sequences (A.20) and (A.21) that
we have a short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ V pσ
`
` ,σ
`
0 “σ´0 ,σ´´qÝÑ C` ‘ C0 ‘ C´ ∇s0ÝÑ CokerpD`q ‘ CokerpD´q ÝÑ 0. (A.24)
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Here of course, ∇s0 is defined by the same formula as s0 since s0 is linear. Moreover,
the exact sequence (A.24) is orientation preserving in the sense of (A.2).
One can argue as in [28, Cor. 8.6] that if R is sufficiently large, then s´1p0q is
C1 close to s´10 p0q. In particular, if u P ĂMJpγ`, γ´q is in the image of the gluing
map, then by comparing the exact sequences (A.22) and (A.24), we obtain, up to
homotopy, a canonical orientation-preserving isomorphism
Tu
ĂMJpγ`, γ´q » V. (A.25)
Step 3. We now use (A.25) to justify the signs in (A.19).
First note that in the exact sequence (A.20), the tangent vector to
ĂMJpγ`, γ0q
corresponding to the derivative of the R action (by translation of the domain) has
σ`` “ Apγ`q and σ`0 “ Apγ0q, where A denotes the symplectic action (period) of a
Reeb orbit. Thus projection defines an orientation preserving isomorphism
Tru`s ĂMJpγ`, γ0q » pReσ`0 q´1p0q Ă Tu`ĂMJpγ`, γ0q. (A.26)
Likewise, we have an orientation preserving isomorphism
Tru´s ĂMJpγ0, γ´q » pReσ´0 q´1p0q Ă Tu´ĂMJpγ0, γ´q. (A.27)
Combining the above two isomorphisms, we obtain an orientation preserving isomor-
phism
Tru`s ĂM‘ Tru´s ĂM » p´1qd``1pReσ`0 ˆ Reσ´0 q´1p0, 0q Ă Tu`ĂM‘ Tu´ĂM. (A.28)
On the other hand, we can rewrite (A.25) as
Tu
ĂM » ppReσ`0 ´ Reσ´0 q ˆ pImσ`0 ´ Imσ´0 qq´1p0, 0q Ă Tu`ĂM‘ Tu´ĂM. (A.29)
In this isomorphism, the tangent vector to Tu
ĂM corresponding to the derivative of
the R action (by translation of the domain) has σ`0 and σ´0 close to Apγ0q. It follows
that we have an orientation preserving isomorphism
Trus ĂM » pReσ`0 ˆ Reσ´0 ˆ pImσ`0 ´ Imσ´0 qq´1p0, 0, 0q Ă Tu`ĂM‘ Tu´ĂM. (A.30)
Comparing (A.28) with (A.30), we obtain an orientation preserving isomorphism
Trus ĂM » p´1qd``1pImσ`0 ´ Imσ´0 q´1p0q Ă Tru`s ĂM‘ Tru´s ĂM. (A.31)
In the isomorphism (A.31), the derivative of the R action (by translation of the
target) on the left hand side corresponds to the direct sum of the derivative of the R
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action on both summands on the right hand side. On the other hand, when R ą 0 is
large, the direction pointing “out of the boundary” of the left hand side corresponds
to the derivative of the R action on the first summand on the right hand side, minus
the derivative of the R action on the second summand. It follows that there is a
neighborhood U of pru`s, ru´sq in MJdpγ`, γ´q and a neighborhood
V Ă ´pe`0 ´ e´0 q´1p0q ĂMJpγ`, γ0q ˆMJpγ0, γ´q (A.32)
of pru`s, ru´sq with a canonical orientation preserving diffeomorphism BU » V . Here
e`0 :MJpγ`, γ0q ÝÑ γ0,
e´0 :MJpγ0, γ´q ÝÑ γ0
denote the evaluation maps. According to the convention from [26, §2.1] which we
are using to orient fiber products, the middle of (A.32) agrees with the right hand
side of (A.19).
A.5 Cobordism orientations
We now explain the orientations of the cobordism moduli spaces in §3.4.
Using the notation of §3.4, let rΦJpγ`, γ´q denote the moduli space of maps u :
R ˆ S1 Ñ X satisfying the conditions (3.2)–(3.3), but without modding out by R
translation in the domain. Thus
ΦJpγ`, γ´q “ rΦJpγ`, γ´q{R,
where R acts by translating the domain as in (A.16).
Given u P rΦJpγ`, γ´q, we have maps τ˘ : C Ñ CokerpDuq as in (A.10). This
definition still make sense, where now ψ˘1 and ψ
˘
2 are sections of u
˚TX, since u maps
to RˆY` for s ąą 0 and to RˆY´ for s ăă 0. In this situation we have the following
analogue of Proposition A.18, with the same proof:
Proposition A.26. If J is generic, then rΦJpγ`, γ´q is naturally a smooth manifold,
and there is a canonical exact sequence
0 ÝÑ KerpDuq ÝÑ TurΦJpγ`, γ´q pσ`,σ´qÝÑ C‘ C pτ`,τ´qÝÑ CokerpDuq ÝÑ 0. (A.33)
Given Proposition A.26, the argument at the end of §A.3 shows that rΦJpγ`, γ´q
has a canonical orientation with values in e˚`Oγ` b e˚´O´. This then determines an
orientation of ΦJpγ`, γ´q, with values in the same local system, by the “R direction
first” convention.
We now have the following analogue of Proposition A.25.
Proposition A.27. With the notation and hypotheses of Lemma 3.12:
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(a) Let
pru`s, ru0sq PMJ`d`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0 ΦJd0pγ0, γ´q.
Then there is a neighborhood
U Ă ΦJd``d0pγ`, γ´q
of pru`s, ru0sq, which is naturally a smooth manifold with boundary, and a neigh-
borhood
V ĂMJ`d`pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0 ΦJd0pγ0, γ´q (A.34)
of pru`s, ru0sq, with a canonical orientation preserving diffeomorphism BU » V .
(b) Let
pru0s, ru´sq P ΦJd0pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJ´d´pγ0, γ´q.
Then there is a neighborhood
U Ă ΦJd0`d´pγ`, γ´q
of pru0s, ru´sq, which is naturally a smooth manifold with boundary, and a neigh-
borhood
V Ă p´1qd0ΦJd0pγ`, γ0q ˆγ0MJ´d´pγ0, γ´q (A.35)
of pru0s, ru´sq, with a canonical orientation preserving diffeomorphism BU » V .
Proof. This follows the proof of Proposition A.25, with minor modifications. There
are some sign changes at the very end due to the fact that the cobordism moduli
spaces rΦJ do not have R actions by translation in the target. These sign changes
work as follows.
(a) Up to (A.31), the proof follows the proof of Proposition A.25, with
ĂMJpγ`, γ0q
replaced by
ĂMJ`pγ`, γ0q, and with ĂMJpγ0, γ´q replaced by rΦJpγ0, γ´q. The analogue
of (A.31) here is
TrusΦJpγ`, γ´q » p´1qd``1pImσ`0 ´ Imσ00q´1p0q Ă Tru`s ĂMJ`pγ`, γ0q ‘ Tu0ΦJpγ0, γ´q.
(A.36)
In the isomorphism (A.36), the direction pointing “out of the boundary” on the
left hand side corrresponds to the derivative of the R action on the first summand
on the right hand side. It follows that there is a neighborhood U of pru`s, ru0sq in
Φ
J
d``d0pγ`, γ´q and a neighborhood
V Ă p´1qd``1pe`0 ´ e00q´1p0q ĂMJ`d`pγ`, γ0q ˆ ΦJd0pγ0, γ´q (A.37)
of pru`s, ru0sq with a canonical orientation preserving diffeomorphism BU » V . Here
e`0 :MJ`d`pγ`, γ0q ÝÑ γ0,
e00 : Φ
J
d0
pγ0, γ´q ÝÑ γ0
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denote the evaluation maps. According to the fiber product orientation convention
from [26, §2.1], this means that the middle of (A.37) agrees with the right hand side
of (A.34).
(b) In this case the analogue of (A.31) is
TrusΦJpγ`, γ´q » p´1qd0`1pImσ00 ´ Imσ´0 q´1p0q Ă TuΦJpγ`, γ0q ‘ Tru´s ĂMJ´pγ0, γ´q.
(A.38)
In the isomorphism (A.38), the direction pointing “out of the boundary” on the left
hand side corresponds to minus the derivative of the R action on the second summand
on the right hand side. Because of this minus sign, and because the first summand
on the right hand side has dimension d0, this results in an extra factor of p´1qd0 in
(A.35) as compared with (A.34).
We can now prove the following lemma which is needed in §3.6.
Lemma A.28. Under the identifications in Lemma A.24(a):
(a) The diffeomorphism (3.13) is orientation preserving.
(b) The diffeomorphism (3.14) is orientation preserving with respect to the orienta-
tion of γ given by the Reeb vector field.
Proof. (a) The proof of Lemma A.24(b) shows that the diffeomorphism φ in §3.6
induces an orientation preserving isomorphism
rΦJX ´ebγ`, eaγ´¯ »ÝÑ ĂMJpγ`, γ´q
sending u ÞÑ φ ˝ u. By our convention at the end of §A.3, it follows that the diffeo-
morphism (3.13) is orientation preserving.
(b) For a single Reeb orbit γ of λ, composition with φ likewise gives an orientation
preserving diffeomorphism
rΦJX ´ebγ, eaγ¯ »ÝÑ ĂMJpγ, γq
By symplectic action considerations, the elements of the right hand side consist of
holomorphic maps
u : Rˆ S1 Ñ Rˆ γ
of degree dpγq. We then obtain an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
ĂMJpγ, γq »ÝÑ Rˆ γ
sending u ÞÑ up0, 0q. By our convention at the end of §A.3, it follows that the
diffeomorphism (3.14) is orientation preserving.
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A.6 Family orientations
We now explain the orientations of the S1-equivariant moduli spaces defined in §4.1,
and we use the notation from that section.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let x be a critical point of f : BS1 Ñ R and let γ be a
Reeb orbit. We first define the local system Opx,γq.
Recall from Proposition 2.3 that there is a canonical local system Oγ over γ. LetrO denote the pullback of this local system to pi´1pxq ˆ γ via the projection
pi´1pxq ˆ γ ÝÑ γ.
We claim that the restriction of the local system rO to each fiber of the S1 action
(4.3) on pi´1pxqˆ γ is trivial. If the Reeb orbit γ is good, then by Proposition 2.3(a),
the local system rO is trivial over all of pi´1pxq ˆ γ. If the Reeb orbit γ is bad, then
the local system rO is nontrivial over each circle tzu ˆ γ, and trivial over each circle
pi´1pxq ˆ tpu. But for a bad Reeb orbit γ, the covering multiplicity dpγq P Z is even,
so each orbit of the S1 action (4.3) wraps an even number of times around the γ
direction, and the restriction of O to the orbit is still trivial.
It follows from the previous paragraph that O descends to a well defined local
system over px, γq, which we denote by Opx,γq.
Assertion (a) in Proposition 4.3 now follows from the above discussion.
To prove assertion (b), let
ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq denote the quotient of the mod-
uli space xMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq by the S1 action (4.3). Thus
ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq “ ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq{R
where R acts by translation of the parameter s.
Let pη, uq P xMJ. We can then describe the tangent space Trpη,uqsĂMJ as follows. LetĂMMorsepx`, x´q denote the moduli space of parametrized flow lines of V asymptotic to
x` and x´. Let ĂMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq denote the moduli space of parametrized
flow lines of rV asymptotic to points in pi´1px`q and pi´1px´q. ThusĂMMorsepx`, x´q “ ĂMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq{S1.
Note that ĂMMorsepx`, x´q is identified with a complex linear subspace of a projective
space (minus the points x` and x´ when these are distinct) via the map sending
η ÞÑ ηp0q. Thus ĂMMorsepx`, x´q has a canonical complex orientation.
Let
W Ă Tη ĂMMorseppi´1px`q, pi´1px´qq
be a lift of Tpi˝η ĂMMorsepx`, x´q. As in Proposition A.18, if J is generic, then the
moduli space
ĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qq is naturally a smooth manifold, and there is a
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canonical exact sequence
0 ÝÑ KerpDuq ÝÑ Trpη,uqsĂMJppx`, γ`q, px´, γ´qqÝÑW ‘C‘CÝÑCokerpDuq ÝÑ 0.
(A.39)
Here Du as in (A.9) is now the derivative of the Cauchy-Riemann equation (4.2).
Since W has a canonical orientation as noted above, it follows that the exact se-
quence (A.39) determines an orientation of
ĂMJ with values in e˚`Opx`,γ`qbe˚´Opx´,γ´q,
by the same argument as used in §A.3 to prove Proposition 2.3(b). We then orientĂMJ “ ĂMJ{R using the “R-direction first” convention, and finally orient MJ “ ĂMJ
using the “R-direction first” convention again.
We can now prove the following lemma which is needed in §5.2. To prepare to
state the lemma, let x P Critpfq and let z be a lift of x to ES1. Given a Reeb orbit
γ, define a diffeomorphism
ρz : γ
»ÞÝÑ px, γq
by sending p ÞÑ rpz, pqs. By the definitions of the local systems Oγ and Opx,γq, the
diffeomorphism ρz has a canonical lift
20 to an isomorphism
rρz : Oγ »ÝÑ Opx,γq. (A.40)
Lemma A.29. Let η be the constant flow line of rV from z to itself. Given J, define
J “ tJtu by Jt “ Jt,z. Suppose that J is generic in the sense of Proposition 2.2. Let
γ`, γ´ be distinct Reeb orbits. Then the diffeomorphism
MJdpγ`, γ´q »ÝÑMJdppx, γ`q, px, γ´qq (A.41)
sending rus ÞÑ rpη, uqs is orientation preserving with respect to (A.40).
Proof. We have a diffeomorphism
ĂMJdpγ`, γ´q »ÝÑ ĂMJdppx, γ`q, px, γ´qq (A.42)
sending u ÞÑ rpη, uqs. Under the diffeomorphism (A.42), the exact sequences (A.11)
and (A.39) used to orient its two sides agree, since W here is a 0-dimensional vector
space oriented positively. Finally, the same convention is used to pass from the
orientations of the two sides of (A.42) to the orientations of the two sides of (A.41).
20If z1 is obtained from z by rotating 1{dpγq around the circle, then the diffeomorphisms ρz1 and
ρz agree; but the isomorphisms rρz and Ăρz1 agree if and only if γ is good.
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